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SUMMARY
The analysis of wave propagation in solids with complex microstructures, and
local heterogeneities finds extensive applications in areas such as material charac-
terization, structural health monitoring (SHM), and metamaterial design. Within
continuum mechanics, sources of heterogeneities are typically associated to local-
ized defects in structural components, or to periodic microstructures in phononic
crystals and acoustic metamaterials. Numerical analysis of this class of solids often
requires computational meshes which are refined enough to resolve the wavelengths
of propagating waves and to properly capture the fine geometrical features of the
heterogeneities. It is common for the size of the microstructure to be small compared
to the dimensions of the structural component under investigation, which suggests
multiscale analysis as an effective approach to minimize computational costs while
retaining predictive accuracy.
The objective of this research is to develop a multiscale framework for the efficient
analysis of the dynamic behavior of heterogeneous solids. The proposed method,
called Geometric Multiscale Finite Element Method (GMsFEM), is based on the
formulation of multi-node elements with numerically computed shape functions. Such
shape functions are capable of explicitly modeling the geometry of heterogeneities at
sub-elemental length scales, and are computed to automatically satisfy compatibility
of the solution across boundaries of adjacent elements. Numerical examples first
illustrate the approach and validate it through comparison with available analytical
and numerical solutions. The developed methodology is then applied to the analysis
of periodic media, structural lattices, and phononic crystal structures. Numerical
predictions for the latter are validated with experimental measurements. Finally,
xiv
GMsFEM is exploited to study the interaction of guided elastic waves and defects in
plate structures. Both two- and three-dimensional analyses correlate the computed
scattering patterns to the relevant geometrical feature of damage. The broad range
of considered applications show that the developed multiscale strategy is systematic,
self-consistent and easy to implement. Such characteristics are extremely attractive
to expand the method to nonlinear and multi-physics problems, and make GMsFEM





The problem of elastic wave propagation in heterogeneous media is receiving increas-
ing attention among different research communities for its promising applications in
several areas of science and engineering. For example, ultrasonic guided waves have
shown great potential as part of non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques. Extensive
research is also devoted to the analysis and design of phononic crystals and acoustic
metamaterials for wave propagation control. These engineered assemblies feature a
periodic microstructure that exhibits properties not observed in nature or in their
constituents. Interesting wave phenomena are typically associated with material and
structural heterogeneities or periodic modulations of stiffness and inertial properties.
The spatial scale of the property modulations determines the scale and frequency
range of application of acoustic devices that take advantage of such properties. Also,
the size of damage in critical structural components dictates the spatial and tempo-
ral scales that must be resolved for the development of accurate and reliable NDT
strategies.
Numerical investigations rely on the simulation of wave propagation and the waves’
interaction with material heterogeneities often occurring at smaller spatial scales. The
accuracy of such simulations requires computational meshes that are refined enough
to resolve the wavelength of propagating waves and to properly capture the small
geometrical features of the heterogeneities. Typically, the length scale characterizing
localized imperfections or periodic microstructures is small compared to the global
size of the structural component, and often smaller than the shortest wavelength of
1
deformation. Hence, the size of the spatial discretization is dictated by the size of
the microstructure, which may result in high memory and CPU requirements. The
advent of an efficient simulation environment for the analysis of heterogeneous solids
could significantly aid the development of more reliable NDT procedures, and the
design of novel acoustic metamaterials. To this end, the formulation of a robust and
systematic numerical tool is particularly appealing. Such a tool could be also ex-
tended to nonlinear or multi-physics simulations, and eventually implemented within
commonly available finite element (FE) packages. The remaining sections of this
chapter will discuss the peculiarities of the physical phenomena under investigation,
with particular emphasis on the critical computational challenges that still need to
be addressed.
1.2 Wave propagation in periodic solids
1.2.1 Definition and applications of periodic media
Periodic media are defined as heterogeneous domains characterized by a recursive pat-
tern obtained through the translation in space of a fundamental unit cell or representa-
tive volume element (RVE). Figure 1.a illustrates the periodic structure of a graphene
sheet, while Fig. 1.b shows periodic honeybee cells as examples of periodic patterns
commonly found in nature. In contrast, Fig. 1.c,d illustrate a metallic honeycomb
structure and a microstructured metallic foam as examples of man-made periodic sys-
tems of engineering interest. Extensive research is devoted to the analysis and design
of periodic structures for wave management applications [109]. Such assemblies may
in fact exhibit interesting wave propagation properties such as bandgaps [74, 97, 109],
response directionality [112, 113, 117], left-handedness [108], and negative acoustic
refraction [121], all of which can be employed for the design of acoustic devices op-
erating over a broad range of frequencies and length scales. The application of such
concepts to the design of filters, waveguides, logic ports, and ultrasonic transducer
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(a) Periodic structure of graphene (b) Hexagonal honeycomb cells
(c) Metallic honeycomb (d) Microstructure of stainless steel
Figure 1: Examples of periodic media and micro-structured materials.
arrays can, for example, be used to perform a variety of acoustics-based signal pro-
cessing functions at frequencies where electronics suffer from severe power limitations.
In conjunction to telecommunication and signal processing, potential implications of
the “acoustic wave guiding” technology include among others active sensing of struc-
tural integrity [114], and dissipation of high frequency modes of vibration to enhance
vehicle performance or stealth [32]. Other novel structural configurations may be ex-
ploited for devices which exhibit acoustic super-lensing, super-focusing and/or cloak-
ing characteristics [108, 121]. Unusual wave properties of the kind mentioned above
are associated with material and structural heterogeneities, which mostly correspond
to periodic modulations of stiffness and inertial properties. As shown in Fig. 2.a,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Example of materials with periodic impedance modulations (a), and solid
with periodic microstructures (b).
such modulations may result from the periodic dispersion of inclusions of different
materials within a matrix [109, 113], or from the microstructural configuration of a
given assembly [117, 125], schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.b. The spatial scale of the
property modulations dictates the range of frequencies at which unusual wave guiding
properties occur, and therefore determines the scale and frequency range of applica-
tion of a device that takes advantage of such properties. As previously discussed,
the direct numerical simulation of wave propagation in periodic components or mi-
crostructured materials constitutes an intrinsically multiscale problem. An overview
of the major efforts aimed at reducing the time and memory requirements of wave
simulations in periodic solids is reported in the following section.
1.2.2 Multiscale analysis of periodic systems
Many techniques developed to date for the simulation of waves propagating in mi-
crostructured solids have the objective of describing the overall behavior of an hetero-
geneous system in terms of equivalent properties. The analysis is then conducted with
the same tools used for homogeneous media. The definition of equivalent properties
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for multiscale heterogeneous solids is typically performed through classical homog-
enization techniques [18, 25, 75, 104]. For instance, composite materials constitute
a classical example of heterogeneous media commonly analyzed in terms of effec-
tive properties based on rules of mixtures [56] or other averaging procedures such
as the classical lamination theory for multilayered plates. Also, periodic structural
lattices have been studied through homogenization strategies where the spatial pe-
riodicity is exploited to obtain dynamic equilibrium equations in the Fourier do-
main [15, 84, 85, 86, 103]. Homogenization methods are often based on the fun-
damental assumption that the system must be periodic, and are known to provide
accurate results if the macroscopic fields are constant or slowly varying within a sin-
gle representative volume element. Typically, such requirements hold far from the
boundaries of the computational domain and when the size of the microstructure is
significantly smaller than the wavelength of deformation.
In order to overcome the limitations of homogenization-based techniques, signifi-
cant research effort is focused on the development of higher order expansion methods
capable of describing the high frequency response and the dispersive behavior of pe-
riodic media. For example, Fish et al. [44, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51] developed a multi-grid
method for wave problems in heterogeneous media characterized by microstructures
whose size is comparable in magnitude to that of the structural details or the wave-
length of a traveling signal. Working on the dynamic behavior of composite materials,
Sun et al. [122] introduced the concept of effective stiffness for the dynamic analysis
of laminated media and unidirectional fiber-reinforced composites. In this work high
order expansions of the displacement field of each lamina are exploited to compute
the dispersion properties of composite plates. Similarly, Murakami et al. [98, 99, 100]
proposed a mixed theory based on high-order continuum models to simulate elastic
wave dispersion in fiber-reinforced composites. Despite the outstanding achievements
in the field of high-order homogenization, a definitive computational methodology for
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the calculation of the dispersion properties of complex, non-periodic, microstructures
is still not available. Significant advances were obtained more recently by McDevitt
et al. [87, 88, 89] who proposed a multiscale method based on a two-field variational
formulation for the calculation of the phase and group velocity spectra in laminated
media and a fiber-reinforced composites. This approach is known to provide accurate
results up to the point where the wavelength approaches the size of a representative
volume element. Such spatial precision allows the correct description of the first wave
modes and begins to deteriorate at higher frequencies. More recently, a reduced Bloch
mode expansion method has been introduced by Hussein [63] for the calculation of
band diagrams of periodic solids with complex microstructures. The method, based
on a FE discretization of the unit cell, employs a limited number of Bloch eigenmodes
to project the fine-scale eigenvalue problem onto a reduced subspace selected within
the irreducible Brillouin zone at high symmetry points. Being in line with the well
known concept of modal analysis, the approach maintains accuracy while reducing
the computation time even if the calculation of the reduced basis requires explicit
solution of the local eigenvalue problem.
1.3 Guided wave-based structural health monitoring
1.3.1 Concept of GW non-destructive testing
An important aspect in the life-cycle design of structural components is the accu-
rate determination of the presence, size and location of damage. Among different
approaches used for the monitoring of structural integrity, guided waves (GW) have
shown great potentials for their capability to scan relatively wide portions of a struc-
ture and for being sensitive to a variety of damage types [4, 8, 110, 118]. As theo-
rized in [126], Lamb waves inspection techniques should hierarchically perform: (1)
qualitative indication of the occurrence of damage (detection), (2) quantitative as-
sessment of the position of damage (localization), (3) quantitative estimation of the
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severity of damage (quantification), and (4) estimation of residual service life and
structural safety (prediction). Typical defects encountered in structural components
include cracks and corrosion in metallic materials, and porosity, delaminations, ma-
trix and/or fiber cracking in composites, as shown in Fig. 3. The development of
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Typical crack observed in a metallic material (a), and delamination in a
composite plate (b).
effective GW-based inspection techniques that not only detect damage but also pro-
vide some quantitative measure of its severity, relies on numerical simulations which
investigate the interaction between propagating waves and defects of different type,
orientation and size. Specifically, numerical simulations of wave propagation play a
key role for the development of novel damage detection algorithms and are useful to
support the interpretation of experimental measurements. An overview of the most
relevant research contributions in the field of numerical modeling of wave-damage
interaction is presented in the following section.
1.3.2 Numerical modeling of wave-damage interactions
Due to their relatively simple mathematical formulation and the possibility to be
applied to an extremely broad class of engineering problems, finite difference (FD)
and finite element (FE) based methods have been used by several authors for the
analysis of guided waves [27]. Most of the past research, conducted during the 90’s,
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is based on transient simulations in the time domain and is devoted to the study
of the basic physics related to the generation and propagation of guided waves in
plates [8, 9, 19, 123, 129]. These studies have mostly supported the development of
experimental procedures for the inspection of plate-like structures. More recently,
numerical simulations have been used for the characterization of different types of
damage. Many implementations are developed for wave scattering problems from
different damage configurations in metallic structures. Particularly relevant are the
works by Fromme [52] who investigated numerically and experimentally the scatter-
ing of the first antisymmetric Lamb wave mode (A0) at a circular hole in isotropic
homogeneous plates. Also, Diligent et al. [39, 40, 81, 82] analyzed the interaction
between the fundamental Lamb modes with various defects in an aluminum plate
using two-dimensional (2D) FE models. When such domain discretization techniques
are employed for wave propagation simulations, the size of the numerical grid is
generally chosen to spatially resolve the propagation of the waves with the shortest
wavelengths [7, 94]. However, when simulating the interaction of propagating waves
with small defects, the element size is dictated by the need to accurately model the
geometry of the damaged area. Consequently the model size grows as the defect
length decreases.
To overcome the intrinsic limitation of FD/FE methods, various techniques have
been developed and applied to study specific aspects of Lamb waves interaction with
damage. Several methods, known as “global-local” methods, are based on the idea of
coupling analytical solutions and FE models to compute the far-wavefield scattered by
a localized damage located in the discretized region. Applications of global-local tech-
niques to the problem of wave scattering from cracks and inclusions in plates can be
found in the early works by Koshiba et al. [72], Karim and Kundu [69], and Al-Nassar
et al. [6]. More recently, Moulin et al. [96] proposed a coupled finite element-normal
modes expansion method for the analysis of Lamb waves generated by integrated
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transducers in composite plates. The use of analytical solutions in conjunction with
a discretization approach also constitute the basis of the Strip Element Method (SEM)
developed by Liu and Achenbach [76] and applied by various authors to elastic waves
scattering problems [77, 78]. Similar developments that employ the boundary inte-
gral equation method (BIEM) and the boundary element method (BEM) have also
been proposed by Galan and Abascal in [53], and Rose et al. [36, 37, 133]. All these
approaches allow to investigate very effectively the problem of wave scattering from
imperfections since the total number of unknowns is significantly reduced by the use
of analytical expressions. The main drawback is the lack of availability of exact ex-
pressions for realistic structural configurations as testified by the total absence of
results available for three-dimensional (3D) structural components. An attempt to
explicitly model the damage properties while maintaining computational efficiency
is presented in [58], where a Bridging Scale Method (BSM) [67, 79, 124] is used to
couple a coarse mesh with an overlapping fine scale mesh defined only over a limited
portion of the domain. Bridging conditions between the two non-matching grids avoid
the onset of spurious waves at the interface. However their implementation requires
the computation, at each time step, of convolution integrals which significantly lim-
its the performance of the method. Based on this experience, a formulation of the
same method in the frequency domain was developed in [31]. Convolution terms are
converted into algebraic expressions, but significant improvements were not observed
due to the requirement to solve an asymmetric complex linear system of equations at
each frequency step.
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1.4 Multiscale analysis of heterogeneous media
1.4.1 Problem formulation
In the last decade, several multiscale strategies have been proposed to facilitate the
study of heterogeneous materials involving multiple scales [68]. Such materials typ-
ically feature a macroscopic or global scale (L) which identifies the length scale of
the material’s application, and a microscopic or local scale (δ) defining the underly-
ing microstructure. As shown in Fig. 4.a, if the ratio between the local and global
length scales is small (i.e., when ε = δ/L ≪ 1), the problem is said to have “scale
separation” and homogenized models can be successfully applied. In other circum-
stances for which ε . 1 it is not possible to identify a clear separation between the
global and local scales, as shown in Fig. 4.b. Heterogeneities characterized by one to
two orders of magnitude smaller than the global scale belong to the latter class of
multiscale problems - the one considered in this thesis. The task of multiscale model-
ing is to design combined macroscopic-microscopic computational methods that are
more efficient than solving the full microscopic model, and at the same time give the
information needed to the desired accuracy.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Heterogeneous materials with (a) and without (b) scale separation.
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1.4.2 Overview of multiscale methods
When the global and local scale are fully separated, numerical methods based on
global-local analysis are employed. Global-local techniques [34, 47, 95, 102] are typ-
ically based on a hierarchical decomposition of the solution into a global or coarse
scale, and a local or fine-scale component. A finite element description of the compu-
tational domain is commonly used to resolve the global scale of the problem, while the
local properties are resolved by means of multiscale enrichment functions that com-
plement the finite element basis. In most of the early attempts, reviewed in [95, 102],
global functions describing closed form analytical solutions, such as crack tip asymp-
totic fields [57] or discontinuities in shear bands [22], were used to enrich the finite
element approximation. Such global-enrichment methods are extremely efficient in
enhancing the FE solution with very few fine scale functions but, on the negative
side, they often tend to generate dense matrices.
More recently, local enrichment methods have been proposed to compute the fine
scale functions at the element level. Local enrichment functions have been used to
embed discontinuous strains [23, 45], curvatures [21] and displacements [13, 115].
Also, methods based on mathematical homogenization [14, 25, 59] can be interpreted
as local enrichment methods whereby the global and local solutions correspond to the
zero- and first order expansions of the unknown field. An attractive feature of this
class of multiscale methods is the possibility of condensing the fine scale information
by means of a static condensation procedure or through the definition of effective
properties that are used as inputs of the coarse-scale model. For these reasons, this
class of scale bridging is often denoted as “serial,” or “parameter-passing.” On the
downside, such techniques tend to significantly approximate the fine-scale properties
of the problem, and only an averaged response is effectively passed to the global
model.
When the characteristic length of the microscopic features is not small compared
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to the macroscale (Fig. 4.b), constant communication between two scales and spe-
cial strategies for passing the necessary informations from one scale to another are
required. To this end, strong coupling methods [64], and multi-level coupling meth-
ods [29, 55] implement a concurrent resolution of multiple scales throughout the entire
simulation, and therefore are often denoted as “concurrent,” “embedded” or “hand-
shaking” methods. The extended finite element method (XFEM) [20, 24, 41] and the
generalized finite element method (GFEM) [119, 120] are also examples of multiscale
strategies based on the partition of unity method (PUM) first introduced by Melenk
and Babuska in [90]. These techniques use discontinuous enrichment functions in
order to introduce discontinuities into the displacement field with only a relatively
small number of additional DOFs. Such techniques significantly simplify the meshing
processes, but they do not completely incorporate the multiscale aspect induced par-
ticularly at the cracks tip. Furthermore in [73] it is shown that PUM - based methods
provide very accurate results at low wave resolutions for the Helmholtz equation, but
suffer from severe ill-conditioning that make the method highly ineffective. In the
discontinuous enrichment method (DEM) [43], the standard FEM space is enriched
within each element by additional non-conforming functions. The degrees of freedom
that are associated with the enrichment are statically condensed on the element level
so that no additional unknowns result through the enrichment. However, Lagrange
multipliers are introduced in order to enforce continuity between elements. It is in-
teresting to note that in the XFEM/GFEM/PUM, standard FEM unknowns and the
enrichment DOFs are present in the final system of equations. Similarly, in the DEM
both standard FEM unknowns and Lagrange multipliers characterize the DOFs re-
tained in the final system. The number of such additional DOFs explicitly retained is
a critical parameter that can potentially compromise the efficiency of such methods.
Furthermore, in estimating the cost-effectiveness of such methods, it is important
to take into account the effort for the static condensation and the construction of
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the Lagrange multiplier space in the DEM, or the effort for computing the enriched
moving-least squares functions in XFEM.
1.4.3 The multiscale finite element method
A different approach to bridge micro and macroscopic scales within a FE framework
is based on the definition of multiscale shape functions. Such techniques, commonly
known as multiscale finite element methods (MsFEM) [61, 62], incorporate the fine-
scale features into the definition of the shape functions rather than enriching the
polynomial FE basis.
Building on the pioneering work by Babuska et al. [16, 17], MsFEM was originally
developed within the applied math community for the analysis of elliptic problems
with rapidly oscillating coefficients. The basic idea of the method is to modify the
basis functions in the finite element space by solving, for each element, the original
microscale problem with homogeneous right hand side and suitable boundary condi-
tions. The small-scale information is then brought to the macroscopic level through
the coupling of the global stiffness matrix. A similar idea was also suggested by [80] for
solving Helmholtz equations by using oscillatory functions as basis functions. More-
over, the use of basis functions represented by free-space solutions of the homogeneous
equations is reminiscent of Trefftz approximations [65, 66, 71].
This method has been applied to study complex flows in highly heterogeneous
porous media [2, 3, 35, 42], and more recently, extended to static elastic [131], and
elasto-plastic [130, 132] problems in mechanics. The major limitation of MsFEM
methods resides in the fact that the use of common elements, such as quadrilaterals
and triangles, provide limited ability to model arbitrarily complex shapes. From the
known literature, it is also not clear if the idea behind such methods can be applied




The present research effort is devoted to the development of a multiscale analysis tool
inspired by the MsFEM concept, that can be systematically applied for the calcu-
lation of the dynamic response of solids with periodic or localized heterogeneities of
arbitrary shape in two and three spatial dimensions. From the previous discussion, it
is evident that wave propagation simulation in solids and structures with multiscale
features remains a challenging task even for modern computational resources. Such
limitations characterize the intrinsic nature of grid based methods, such as FE and
FD methods, and are not completely overcome by recent developments in multiscale
analysis. Furthermore, many multiscale methods are developed for highly specialized
problems and therefore tend to remain confined within the academic community. In-
stead, several industrial applications could benefit from the development of fast and
reliable numerical techniques for the simulation of wave phenomena in heterogeneous
structures. For instance, in the context of wave-based non-destructive methods, nu-
merical simulations facilitate the interpretation of experimental measurements and
support the development of algorithms for damage detection. Furthermore, simple
and robust multiscale simulations can unveil fundamental aspects regarding the inter-
actions of elastic waves and defects in advanced structural components. The present
research is also motivated by the growing interest within the research community
toward the design of acoustic metamaterials for wave management.
1.6 Objectives
In response to such needs, the objective of this research is to develop a geometric
multiscale finite element method (GMsFEM) for the efficient analysis of wave prop-
agation in materials with internal damage, and microstructured media with periodic
heterogeneities. The proposed GMsFEM extends the current multiscale modeling
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capabilities by combining the idea of multi-node elements to the concept of numeri-
cal shape functions proper of MsFEM methods. In the present approach, multiscale
shape functions for arbitrarily shaped elements are derived in the process of minimiz-
ing the global strain energy of the problem. This allows describing both the elastic
and inertial properties of arbitrary multiscale elements in terms of limited nodal in-
formation. In addition, this work derives three-dimensional (3D) multiscale elements
based on the proposed GMsFEM formulation and describes the compatibility between
multiscale elements and the remaining elements of the numerical grid.
The free wave propagation properties of periodic solids and structural lattices are
first analyzed. While many multiscale analysis tools provide accurate results exclu-
sively in the long wavelength regime, GMsFEM provides a systematic approach to
tailor the required degree of accuracy according to the needs of the specific applica-
tion. For instance, very efficient multiscale elements can be used for applications in
the low and medium frequency range when the wavelengths of deformation are large
compared to the unit cell of the medium. Additionally, the use of multiscale elements
with increasing number of global information allows modeling localized deformations
within the RVE that leads to fully converged solutions at higher frequencies. This
becomes a major advantage since some peculiar phenomena of periodic structures,
such as bandgaps and wave steering, typically characterize the dispersion properties
of higher wave branches. The proposed GMsFEM is finally exploited for the analy-
sis of a phononic crystal plate, and predictions are compared with the experimental
estimation of its dispersion properties.
The GMsFEM is also exploited for the analysis of wave propagation in damaged
plate-like structures. The objective is to extract information regarding the scattering
behavior associated with several defect configurations. Particularly relevant is the
calculation of scattering directivity diagrams associated with partial-depth defects in
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metallic plates. Due to the intrinsic three-dimensional nature of the problem, simu-
lations are conducted using a comprehensive multiscale FE code developed in-house
for the implementation of both 2D and 3D multiscale elements. Parametric analyses
are conducted for varying damage size, orientation, and depth relative to the plate
thickness. Of particular interest is the possibility of defining libraries of multiscale el-
ements with embedded defects to be used in conjunction with FE packages to analyze
different damage configurations without re-meshing the entire domain.
1.7 Organization of the work
This thesis is organized in five chapters including this introduction. Chapter II intro-
duces the numerical formulation of GMsFEM by describing the concept of multiscale
elements, multiscale shape functions, and their implementation. Particular emphasis
is given to the problem of inter-element compatibility, especially related to the formu-
lation of three-dimensional multiscale elements. Numerical examples are presented
to illustrate the approach. In Chapter III, the proposed GMsFEM is applied for the
analysis of periodic heterogeneous media such as materials with periodic inclusions
and structural lattices. Numerical examples illustrate the possibility of reducing the
computational costs for the calculation of the dispersion relations of periodic solids.
Also, the analyses highlight the major shortcomings of the method. The dispersion
properties of a phononic crystal are computed and experimentally validated through
laser vibrometry measurements. Chapter IV applies the proposed multiscale strategy
to the interaction of elastic waves and small defects in otherwise homogeneous struc-
tures. Numerical results obtained with GMsFEM are first compared with analogous
FE solutions to validate the modeling approach. Several parametric studies are then
conducted to characterize the scattering patterns due to defects in both two- and
three- dimensional structures. Finally, Chapter V summarizes the current research
findings and provides recommendations for future developments.
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CHAPTER II
THE GEOMETRIC MULTISCALE FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents the geometric multiscale finite element method (GMsFEM) de-
veloped for estimating the dynamic response of materials and structures with localized
or periodic heterogeneities. The method is based on the formulation of multi-node
elements of arbitrary shape that model geometrical imperfections without requiring
localized mesh refinements. Such elements are equipped with a set of basis functions
that are computed numerically by means of an auxiliary finite element discretization
of the element itself. An extensive section is dedicated to the issue of compatibility
between adjacent elements, and a rigorous formalism is presented in order to formally
address this issue. In the final part of this chapter, numerical examples are presented
to illustrate the approach.
2.2 Formulation
2.2.1 Multiscale energy functional
Consider the discretization of an elastic body into the assembly of non-overlapping
finite elements. The computational domain is discretized using both regular finite
elements (quadrilaterals, tetra, bricks, etc.), and elements characterized by an arbi-
trary number of nodes, here denoted as multiscale elements (MSE). Such elements
are exploited to model localized geometrical details with an irregular shape as shown
in Fig. 5. The field variables associated with the nodes of each MSE are interpolated
within the element’s domain by means of an auxiliary fine-scale FE mesh, shown in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Example of multiscale elements with an internal inclusion (a), and with a
generic irregular shape (b).
Fig. 6.a, that discretizes the region within the element itself. The degrees of freedom
(DOFs) associated with such local mesh are denoted as local DOFs or alternatively
fine-scale DOFs (q) because they describe the behavior of the system at sub-elemental
length scales. On the other hand, the degrees of freedom associated with the global
nodes of each MSE and the DOFs of other finite elements are referred to as global
DOFs or similarly coarse-scale DOFs (d). They are used to represent the macro-
scopic behavior of the system. A schematic representation of these two sets of nodes
(and associated DOFs) is shown in Fig. 6.a.
The strain energy U of the system under consideration is expressed in terms of
contributions derived from local elements (within each MSE) and elements that dis-
















where Kdd and Kqq indicate partitions of the global stiffness matrix associated with
the global and local DOFs respectively. The coupling matrix Kdq relates the nodes of





Figure 6: Fine-scale discretization of a multiscale element (a) with global (blue square
markers), and local (small • markers) nodes, and coupling with standard finite ele-
ments (b).




where u = [d q]T , and K is the global stiffness matrix of the system that is assem-
bled using standard FE procedures. This formalism is similar to the one commonly
adopted in model reduction techniques, such as Guyan reduction [60], where a larger
group of slave DOFs is expressed in terms of a smaller group of master DOFs. The
major difference with the methodology proposed herein lies in the fact that the re-
sulting fine-scale mesh is in general not conforming to the elements of the global
discretization, as illustrated in Fig. 6.b. A discretization is a conformal mesh of the
computational domain if all elements of the mesh have a non empty interior, and if
the intersection between any two elements is either an empty set, a point, an edge or
a face of both elements [54]. Physically, conformity assures that no gaps or material
overlaps occur when the mesh is subjected to external loads.
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2.2.2 Constraint equations for element compatibility
In order to recover the required continuity of displacements across adjacent elements,
the fine-scale DOFs are required to satisfy a set of linearity constraints along the
boundaries of the MSE that are shared with adjacent linear finite elements. Such
condition is enforced by means of multipoint constraint equations of the form:
Bd d+Bq q = 0 (3)
whereBd andBq are matrices of known coefficients used to express a relative value be-
tween the fine-scale and global DOFs. A vector of Lagrange multipliers λ is exploited
to enforce the required constraint equations that are used to define the following
augmented strain energy function:
U+ = U + λT (Bd d+Bq q) (4)
The equations of motion are obtained through the definition of a total potential:
Π+ = U+ −W (5)
where W = dTf represents the work of external forces f applied to the global nodes
of the model.
The stationary points of Π+ with respect to the coarse-scale DOFs d, the fine-scale
DOFs q, and the Lagrange multipliers λ are determined as:
∂Π+
∂d
= Kdd d+Kdq q +B
T
d λ− f = 0
∂Π+
∂q
= KTdq d+Kqq q +B
T
q λ = 0 (6)
∂Π+
∂λ
= Bd d+Bq q = 0





























Equation (7) represents the equilibrium equations of a system discretized with a non-
conforming mesh where compatibility of displacements is enforced by the constraint
equations expressed in Eq. (3).
The direct solution of the resulting system, although possible, may result in a
challenging computational task due to the explicit presence of the fine-scale DOFs
and the vector of Lagrange multipliers. Furthermore, in the context of dynamic sim-
ulations, the presence of Lagrange multipliers generates a singular mass matrix that
gives rise to a system of differential algebraic equations whose solution is particularly
demanding especially for simulations that involve a large number of unknowns. An
alternative approach is presented in the following sections which illustrate how the
fine-scale information can be brought to the global model through the definition of
multiscale shape functions.
2.2.3 Multiscale shape functions
The equilibrium equations given by Eq. (7) constitute the starting point to define
the interpolation operator for multiscale elements. This allows solving for the global
DOFs d only without resolving the fine-scale. From the second line of Eqs. (7) it is













































































In Eq. (12), N is an interpolation operator that maps the information available
at the global nodes of the MSE onto the fine-scale. The inherent structure of matrix
Γ reveals that the present approach resembles a static condensation of the fine-scale
DOFs under the prescribed set of constraints. The first term in the expression of Γ, i.e.
−K−1qq KTdq, in fact can be recognized as the transformation matrix between master
(d) and slave (q) DOFs in static condensation [60]. The remaining terms involving Bd
and Bq define the constraint equations imposed to recover the desired inter-element
compatibility. Such terms are introduced in order to formulate conformable elements
when the fine-scale mesh is not conforming to the adjacent discretization. Due to
the approximate nature of the multiscale shape functions, however, the Lagrange
multiplier approach adopted herein provides only a necessary condition to enforce
inter-element compatibility. A more extensive treatment on conformity of multiscale
elements will be presented in the following section.
Similarly to what observed for static condensation, each column of the transfor-
mation matrix N represents the static displacement of the fine-scale mesh obtained
by imposing a unit displacement to one global DOF of the MSE when all other ex-
ternal nodes are constrained and when the local DOFs satisfy the desired constraint
equations. Because of the local support of the FE basis functions, only the global
nodes that belong to a specific MSE give a non-zero contribution to each column
of N . Examples of GMsFEM multiscale basis functions for the multi-node element





Figure 7: Selected multiscale shape functions of a MSE with generic shape. For the
sake of clarity, MSF are represented as out-of-plane surfaces.
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interpolate information available at the global scale onto the entire domain of mul-
tiscale elements and are therefore denoted as the multiscale shape functions (MSF),
or basis functions of the MSE. This observation highlights the similarity between
the proposed approach and the multiscale finite element method (MsFEM) originally
proposed by Hou et al. [61, 62], and recently applied by Zhang et al. [131, 132] to
static elasticity problems under the name of extended-MsFEM (EMsFEM). As shown
in Fig. 7 the present method generalizes the intuition by Hou et al. to elements with
arbitrary shapes for which MsFEM and EMsFEM, in their original formulations, do
not seem to apply. The proposed derivation of the GMsFEM equations also demon-
strates how both MsFEM and EMsFEM can be interpreted within the framework of
a constrained static condensation method.
2.2.4 Multiscale mass and stiffness matrices
The calculation of N allows expressing the local matrices of multiscale elements in
terms of the corresponding fine-scale mass and stiffness matrices. Consider the general
jth MSE for which N j represents the portion of N that involves only the relevant
coarse-scale DOFs dj that contribute to the associated multiscale basis functions.




















where Kf and M f are respectively the stiffness and mass matrices associated with
the local mesh within the MSE and are computed using standard FE procedures.









TM fN ḋj (16)
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Comparing Eq. (14) and Eq. (16) shows that:
Kj = N
TKfN and Mj = N
TM fN (17)
where Kj and Mj are the equivalent stiffness and mass matrices of the j
th MSE.
Similarly to what observed for static condensation, the proposed approach provides an
exact condensation of the elastic properties of the fine scale, but only an approximate
representation of the mass matrix Mj. As suggested by Eq. (17), the calculation
of Kj and Mj does not require any numerical integration procedure but simply the
product between the corresponding local matrices and the matrix of multiscale shape
functions of the element.
For transient, time-domain simulations, this procedure is carried out only once for
each MSE before starting the time integration loop, and the resulting local matrices
Kj and Mj are stored into memory. If an explicit integration scheme is adopted, as
commonly done for transient wave problems, the local stiffness matrix can be utilized
for the calculation of the internal forces of the jth MSE as f
(int)
j = −Kj dj, while
the mass matrix Mj can be easily diagonalized by means of standard mass lumping
techniques [38]. In the case of implicit time integration, or for eigenvalue analysis,
the local contributions deriving from each MSE can be assembled as part of the final
sparse system of equations that is solved only in terms of the coarse-scale unknowns
d. The local information q is recovered in the post-processing stage by projecting
the computed coarse-scale solution onto the fine-scale mesh (where it is defined) as
indicated by Eq. (12).
2.3 Compatibility conditions
The proposed set of basis functions must guarantee the continuity of the solution
(displacements) across common boundaries of neighboring elements. For instance
the FE solution must match along the edges of two-dimensional elements or on the
common faces of solid elements. As described in the previous section, this condition is
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enforced on the nodes of the fine-scale mesh that lie along the boundaries of the MSE.
However, due to the approximate nature of the fine-scale model, this condition does
not necessarily ensure that adjacent elements display the same solution point-wise on
the common interface. In this section, the general framework utilized to derive the
required compatibility conditions is first introduced and then applied to specific finite
elements.
2.3.1 General framework
The problem of inter-element compatibility is addressed here by considering a general
interface scenario between 3D elements. For instance, Fig. 8 shows a 8-node hexahe-
dral element (HEXA) which neighbors a general multiscale element with quadrilateral
faces intersected by a hole through the center. The interface between these two ele-
ments is defined by nodes (1, 2, 3, 4) of the HEXA element that coincide with the





Figure 8: Interface between a 8-node hexahedral elements and an arbitrary three-
dimensional multiscale element.
representing a generic numerical solution, is defined over the considered face in terms
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of the nodal values φi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and can be interpolated at any arbitrary point
through the shape functions of the two adjacent elements. For instance, the value of
φ(x) at an arbitrary point P lying on the considered boundary surface (see Fig. 8)
can be expressed as:




or in matrix form as:
φp = h(rp, sp)
T φ (19)
where h = [h1, h2, h3, h4]
T , φ = [φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4]
T , and (rp, sp) denote the natural
coordinates that identify the location of P in the reference element of the transfor-
mation M1 shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 9: Isoparametric transformations used to derive compatibility conditions be-
tween multiscale elements.
In Eq. (18), hi(rp, sp) represents the i
th interpolation function of the coarse-scale






(1− r)(1− s) h2(r, s) =
1
4




(1 + r)(1 + s) h4(r, s) =
1
4
(1− r)(1 + s) (20)
Note that in Eq. (19) such shape functions are evaluated at point (rp, sp) correspond-
ing to the coordinates of point P expressed in the reference element space defined by
the isoparametric transformation M1 shown in Fig. 9.
Similarly, the value of the considered test function can be interpolated at the same
point P using the nodal information derived from the adjacent multiscale element.
In this case, the solution φp is expressed using the microscopic information φα (α =
a, b, c, d) available at the nodes of the fine-scale element shown in Fig. 8 as:
φp = h(ξp, ηp)
T φα (21)
where φα = [φa φb φc φd]
T , and h̄(ξ, η) denotes the basis functions that define the map
M2 illustrated in Fig. 9. Note that in Eq. (21) ξp, and ηp are the natural coordinates
that identify point P in the reference element of the map M2 (see Fig. 9). At this
point, it is important to recall that the values of φ at nodes (a, b, c, d) are related to the
coarse-scale information φi through the constraints equations imposed by Lagrange
multipliers λ on the DOFs of the fine-scale model. Such relationships are expressed
as:
φa = h(ra, sa)
T φ φb = h(rb, sb)
T φ
φc = h(rc, sc)
T φ φd = h(rd, sd)
T φ (22)
or in compact matrix form as:
φα = Hφ (23)
where
H = [h(ra, sa) h(rb, sb) h(rc, sc) h(rd, sd)]
T (24)
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is a matrix of known coefficients.
The two-element configuration shown in Fig. 8 generates a fully compatible solu-
tion across the entire boundary (i.e. face 1,2,3,4) if the value of the test function φp
interpolated at point P using the global information equals the solution interpolated
at the same point using the micro scale information. Substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (21)
and comparing the result with Eq. (19) gives:
h(rp, sp) = H
T h(ξp, ηp) (25)
The proposed approach to enforce inter-element continuity of displacements is
therefore valid as long as Eq. (25) is satisfied. In order to better understand the
nature of Eq. (25), a third affine map M3 is introduced, as shown in Fig. 9. This
transformation is defined such that points (a,b,c,d) in the (r, s) space are mapped
into the reference element in the (ξ, η) space. Point P (rp, sp) is transformed accord-
ingly into P̄ (ξp, ηp) that is in general different from point P (ξp, ηp) resulting from the
transformation M2. It can be easily proved that Eq. (25) is identically satisfied if P̄
coincides with point P , that is when:
ξp = ξp and ηp = ηp (26)
If Eq. (26), holds then:
φp = h(ξp, ηp)
T φα (27)
and Eq. (25) follows from simple algebraic identities (see Appendix A).
In the following sections, specific finite elements are considered in order to ex-
plicitly determine the conditions on the fine-scale mesh that are required in order to
exactly satisfy Eq. (25).
2.3.2 Two-dimensional linear elements
In case of two-dimensional (2D) multiscale finite elements, displacement compatibility
must be enforced along the edges shared by adjacent elements, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Along segments (1,2) and (a,b) both standard and multiscale elements feature piece-
Figure 10: Global and local mesh restricted along the edge of a 2D element.




(1− r) and h2(r) =
1
2
(1 + r) (28)
The value of a generic field variable at point P is therefore interpolated from the







(1 + rp)φ2 (29)







(1 + ξp)φb (30)
The two considered elements display compatible solutions at their common interface
if the two expressions for φp given in Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) coincide. This condition












(1 + ξp)φb = 0 (31)
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obtained by subtracting Eq. (30) from Eq. (29). The kinematic conditions imposed














(1 + rb)φ2 (32)
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It can be easily shown that the bracketed terms in Eq. (34) are identically zero for
any combination of ra, rb, and ξp, indicating that compatibility between the global
and local solutions of the considered elements is always guaranteed as long as the
linearity constraints expressed by Eq. (32) are correctly enforced.
2.3.3 Three-dimensional elements
In the case of three-dimensional MSE, displacement compatibility must be enforced
on the faces shared by adjacent elements. This analysis focuses only on the interac-
tion between arbitrary MSEs and 8-node HEXA elements typically used for 3D wave
simulations. In three dimensions, different types of finite elements can be adopted
for the fine-scale mesh of a given MSE. Therefore, different conditions must be sep-
arately considered. For instance, Fig. 11 illustrates how the same multiscale element
presented in Fig. 8 can be discretized with a fine-scale mesh comprised of tetra-






Figure 11: Interface between a 8-node hexahedral elements and an arbitrary three-
dimensional multiscale element.
Although the formal treatment proposed to study compatibility still applies, the dif-
ferent topological nature of the elements at the common interface requires a dedicated
investigation.
Following the procedure proposed in the previous sections, the conditions required
to guarantee fully compatible solutions are derived by considering a scalar test func-
tion φ(x) interpolated at an arbitrary location over the inter-element boundary. The
value of φ(x) at a generic point P (see Fig. 8, and Fig. 11) lying on the face (1,2,3,4)




(1− rp)(1− sp)φ1 +
1
4




(1 + rp)(1 + sp)φ3 +
1
4
(1− rp)(1 + sp)φ4 (35)
The same value can be expressed as a function of the micro scale nodal values of the
adjacent MSE. If the fine-scale mesh is composed by TETRA elements (see Fig. 11),
then φp is written in terms of the shape functions of the triangular element identified
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by nodes (a,b,c) as:
φ△p = (1− ξp − ηp)φa + ξp φb + ηp φc (36)
When the local mesh features quadrilateral-faced elements (see Fig. 8), the considered




(1− ξp)(1− ηp)φ1 +
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(1 + ξp)(1 + ηp)φ3 +
1
4
(1− ξp)(1 + ηp)φ4 (37)
The following error functions are defined to measure the difference between the micro
and macro scale solutions:
E△ ≡ φp − φ△p (38)
and
E ≡ φp − φp (39)
Following the footsteps highlighted in the previous section, Eq. (36) and (37) are
substituted into Eq. (38) and (39) respectively. Finally Eq. (35) is used to rewrite
E△ and E in terms of the relative orientations of the two meshes as:














p + 2A2 ηp + A3
)
(41)
where the coefficients Ai and Bi (i=1,2,3) are functions of the natural coordinates
(rα, sα) and the arbitrary location (ξp, ηp) of point P in the (ξ, η) space (see Fig. 9).
For the sake of clarity, explicit expressions for A1, A2, A3, and B1, B2, B3 are in
Appendix B. For perfectly compatible solutions, E△ and E must vanish for any
arbitrary combination of the coarse-scale nodal values φi (i=1,2,3,4). This clearly
occurs only if:
A1 = A2 = A3 = 0 and B1 = B2 = B3 = 0 (42)
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Since the terms ξp and ηp in the expression of the coefficients Ai and Bi are arbi-
trary parameters that identify a generic location over the inter-element boundary,
the conditions in Eq. (42) are equivalent to imposing a constraint on rα and sα. Such
conditions identify the relative orientation of the fine-scale element with respect to
the external interface. Algebraic manipulations show that E is identically zero if the
following conditions are simultaneously satisfied:
sb = sa, rb = rc, sc = sd, and rd = ra (43)
Note that Eq. (43) is equivalent to requiring that the edges of each element of the fine-
scale mesh are aligned to the natural coordinates of the quadrilateral face (1,2,3,4) of
the neighboring element as schematically shown in Fig. 12.a. When Eq. (43) is not
satisfied, the elements of the local discretization are arbitrarily oriented with respect
to the quadrilateral interface (see Fig. 12.b). In such cases two adjacent elements will
feature different displacements over the common boundary thus generating voids or
regions of material overlapping. Analysis of Eq. (40) reveals that it is not possible to
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Summary of possible compatible (a), and incompatible (b,c) interface
configurations between hexahedral elements and MSEs featuring HEXA or TETRA
local meshes.
determine a condition similar to Eq. (42) that identically nullifies E△. This implies
that it is not possible to have perfectly matching solutions between HEXA elements
and MSEs that employ a tetrahedral local mesh (Fig. 12.c).
The formalism presented herein identifies the geometrical conditions required for
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compatible solutions across adjacent elements. As previously shown, discrepancies
in this regard are associated with the fact that neighboring elements with dissimilar
local meshes feature different interpolation schemes over the common boundary. The
interpolation error associated with incompatible meshes is however related to the size
of the fine-scale mesh relative to the area of the boundary region, and therefore will
converge to zero as the size of the fine-scale discretization reduces. In other words,
due to the converging properties of the piecewise linear interpolating functions, the
interpolation errors E△ and E can be reduced, for arbitrary values of rα and sα, by
reducing the size of the fine-scale mesh. Instead of following an analytical approach,
this behavior is illustrated by numerical examples presented in the following section.
From the previous discussion on compatibility between 3D multiscale elements, it
is also possible to observe how the proposed method does not allow imposing con-
tinuity conditions over arbitrarily-shaped boundaries. The approach in fact requires
expressing the solution at an arbitrary point within the inter-element boundary as
a linear combination of the solution at the coarse-scale nodes defining the boundary
itself. For instance, consider the case shown in Fig. 13.a in which two multiscale ele-
Common interface
(a) (b)
Figure 13: Example of multiscale elements with an irregular interface (a), and possible
solution to combine the two MSEs (b).
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ments with a central hole are stacked on top of each other. In this case the common
interface consists of a quadrilateral region with a circular void at the center. This
scenario could for example represent a case in which a through-thickness defect in a
3D plate model is discretized using multiple multiscale elements. The problem can be
easily circumvented through the definition of one multiscale element that matches the
actual through-thickness discretization of the system, as shown in Fig. 13.b. Clearly
such considerations do not apply to two-dimensional multiscale elements for which
inter-element boundaries can always be described as a series of straight lines if bilinear
elements are used.
2.4 Numerical examples
Numerical examples illustrate the developed GMsFEM method with emphasis on the
different aspects related to inter-element compatibility previously described.
2.4.1 Three-dimensional patch test
The first example presented in this section consists of the three-dimensional patch
test originally proposed by MacNeal and Harder [83]. The idea is to verify a multi-
scale element’s ability to represent a constant stress/strain field, and thus to ensure
completeness and the ability to converge in the limit as the element size decreases. In
addition to these classical considerations, several kinds of fine-scale elements are used
to illustrate their influence on compatibility. As shown in Fig. 14.a the unit cube is
discretized with a set of seven irregular brick elements, each being equipped with a
proper fine-scale mesh and a set of multiscale shape functions. A prescribed linear
displacement is imposed to the eight exterior nodes:
u = 0.5 (2x+ y + z) 10−4 m
v = 0.5 (x+ 2y + z) 10−4 m (44)


































Figure 14: Seven irregular multiscale elements comprising the geometry of the 3D
patch test (a), and examples of fine-scale meshes utilized within each MSE (b,c,d).
The remaining eight interior nodes must deform in such a way that all the elements
have an identical constant state of stress in order to pass the test. The problem
is intended to be quasi-static, and the displacements are applied gradually up to a





0.5 (1− cos (π t)) 0 < t < 1
1 t > 1
(45)
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The material is linearly elastic, with Young’s modulus E = 600 kPa, and ν = 0.2.
Substituting the displacement boundary conditions given by Eq. (44) into the strain-
displacement relations leads to the following analytical solution:
εx = εy = εz = γxy = γxz = γyz = 10
−4 (46)
From Hooke’s law, the corresponding stresses are given by:
σx = σy = σz = 100 Pa and τxy = τxz = τyz = 25 Pa (47)
This problem is first solved using for each MSE a fine-scale mesh comprised of 27
hexahedral elements with edges oriented along the natural coordinates of the outer
faces as shown for a representative element in Fig. 14.b. Results illustrated in Fig. 15
show the time variation of the stresses σx and τxy whose maximum analytical values
are given in Eq. (47). As discussed in the previous section, the adopted local meshes
satisfy the conditions that analytically guarantee inter-element compatibility, and
the maximum discrepancy observed with the analytical solution is of the order of
the machine epsilon. The same analysis is conducted when tetrahedral elements
are used in the fine-scale mesh of each MSE. Examples of such local discretizations
are shown in Fig. 14.c,d for the central element of the domain. According to what
was derived in the previous section, multiscale shape functions computed with such
mesh do not generate compatible displacements over the faces shared by adjacent
elements, with detrimental consequences on the accuracy of the resulting numerical
solution. This phenomenon is illustrated for instance in Fig. 16.a,b showing that
significant discrepancies occur when the coarsest TETRA mesh is used in the fine-
scale. Also, Fig. 16.c-f show how such numerical errors gradually tend to zero as the
size of the local meshes is refined. This is related to the converging properties of
the finite element solution used to compute the local shape functions. This idea is
corroborated by results illustrated in Fig. 17 showing how the rate of convergence of
such interpolation error decreases almost linearly with the number of nodes in the
38


























































Figure 15: Time histories of the stress components σx (a), and τxy (b) of each element
when the fine-scale mesh features 27 HEXA elements.
fine-scale mesh. The sub-optimal convergence rate observed in Fig. 17 is attributed to
the non conforming shape functions characterizing the adopted MSEs that generate
incompatible displacements across the elements’ boundaries.
Clearly, one advantage of using TETRA elements at the local scale is related to
their superior modeling flexibility especially when dealing with complex geometries
such as voids or material inclusions. However, as shown by this analysis, the use of
39














































































































































































Figure 16: Time histories of the stress components σx (first column), and τxy (second
column) of each element with fine-scale meshes composed of 12 TETRA elements
(a,b), 60 TETRA elements (c,d), and 232 TETRA elements (e,f).
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TETRA elements for the calculation of multiscale shape functions typically requires
a higher number of fine-scale elements that therefore increases the computational



















































































Figure 17: Convergence histories of the error of σx (a), and τxy (b) as a function of
the number of fine-scale nodes characterizing the local TETRA mesh.
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2.4.2 Energetic analysis of compatibility
A three-dimensional plate bending problem illustrates the effects of the choice of dif-
ferent types of fine-scale elements on the macroscopic energy of the system. The
considered aluminum plate (E=71 GPa, ν=0.3, and ρ = 2700 kg/m3) features side
lengths Lx=1.0 m, Ly=1.0 m, Lz=0.1 m, is clamped along one side, and is loaded
by a distributed out-of-plane (vertical) force as shown in Fig. 18. The structure is
rigid cla
mp
Figure 18: Discretization and boundary conditions of the considered aluminum plate.
first discretized with a uniform mesh of 20×20×3 hexahedral elements, and the time
histories of the strain and kinetic energies are evaluated from the transient response
computed by means of an implicit time integration scheme of the Newmark fam-
ily. The same quantities are computed when the plate is modeled using 20×20×1
multiscale elements, each replacing three through-thickness HEXA elements used in
the standard mesh. For the fine-scale of each MSE both TETRA elements and 6-
node wedge elements (WEDGE) are considered. As previously mentioned, TETRA
elements are particularly appealing for their modeling flexibility and the wide avail-
ability of software tools for mesh generation. In this study WEDGE elements are
also considered as they combine the “in-plane” modeling capabilities of TETRA el-
ements with the possibility of exactly satisfying the compatibility conditions over
the boundaries of MSEs with quadrilateral faces. Results of such analysis are shown
42

















































Figure 19: Time history of the strain energy (a) and kinetic energy (b) of the system
computed with different types of elements: 8-node HEXA elements (solid blue line),
MSEs with TETRA fine-scale elements (dashed black line), and MSEs with WEDGE
fine-scale elements (• markers).
in Fig. 19 which compares the time histories of the strain (Fig. 19.a) and kinetic
(Fig. 19.b) energies computed with the aforementioned elements. Such comparison
reveals the close agreement between solutions obtained with HEXA elements and
using MSEs with a local mesh comprised of WEDGE elements. Such elements are
characterized by quadrilateral side faces, and therefore allow for the calculation of
multiscale shape functions that exactly satisfy compatibility. Also, Fig. 19 illustrates
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that an energy deficit characterizes the response of the system discretized with MSEs
featuring TETRA fine-scale elements. In this case, MSEs are not compatible across
boundaries, so that the resulting mesh features non-physical deformation modes that




































Figure 20: Convergence histories of the strain and kinetic energies as a function of
the number of fine-scale nodes characterizing the local TETRA mesh.
crepancies tend to zero as the fine mesh is refined. This trend is shown in Fig. 20










/ KFEM · 100 (49)
corresponding to the maximum difference between the strain and kinetic energies
(U△GMsFEM , and K
△
GMsFEM) of the system computed with TETRA multiscale elements
and with the reference HEXA finite elements (UFEM , and KFEM).
2.4.3 Beam with spherical inclusions
This example illustrates the application of GMsFEM to the dynamic analysis of a
three-dimensional beam-like structure with a distribution of spherical voids. Both the
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transient and free dynamic response of the system are evaluated when the structure
is discretized with multiscale elements, and results are compared with the solution





Figure 21: Schematic of the considered 3D beam problem.
The beam, shown in Fig. 21, is L=1.0 m long, and features a square cross section
with side length l=0.1 m. The structure is made of an isotropic material (E=71 GPa,
ν=0.3, and ρ=2700 kg/m3) and is characterized by ten spherical voids of radius





Figure 22: Split view of a 74-node multiscale element with an internal spherical void
(a), and sliced view of the entire fine-scale mesh of the beam (b).
multiscale elements (one for each spherical void) each featuring eight coarse-scale
nodes at the exterior corners of the element, plus 66 additional global nodes along
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the three equators of the internal sphere, as shown in Fig. 22.a. A sliced view of
the fine-scale mesh over the entire structure is shown in Fig. 22.b. Each multiscale
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 23: Subset of multiscale shape functions of the considered element.
element is equipped with a set of multiscale shape functions (see Fig. 23) computed
with the procedure previously described imposing compatibility conditions over the
six external faces of the element.
The free dynamic response of the system is evaluated when a clamped boundary
condition is imposed at one end of the beam, as shown in Fig. 21. A summary of the
first ten natural frequencies is presented in Table 1 which compares the GMsFEM
predictions with FEM results obtained through the direct solution of all the fine-scale
degrees of freedom. The associated normal modes are also shown in Fig. 25. Note
that repeated frequencies associated with eigenmodes vibrating in the two planes
of symmetry for the problem are considered only once. The excellent agreement
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Table 1: Natural frequencies of the beam computed with GMsFEM (704 nodes) and





BENDING I 86.4 85.3 1.28
BENDING II 512.7 505.7 1.38
TORSION I 741.5 733.3 1.11
AXIAL I 1227.7 1221.8 0.48
BENDING III 1334.5 1313.6 1.59
TORSION II 2235.9 2201.7 1.55
between the GMsFEM and FEM solutions indicates the ability of the multiscale
model to capture the dynamics of the system within the considered frequency range.
This conclusion is corroborated by the results shown in Fig. 24 which illustrate the
transient response of the beam excited by a step-function load applied at the tip (see
Fig. 21). In order to show both the transient and steady state response of the system,
a 0.4% stiffness proportional damping is used.
It is also interesting to note how the GMsFEM frequencies reported in Table 1 sys-
tematically overestimate the values predicted by the refined model. This phenomenon
is associated with the compatibility conditions between adjacent MSEs that constrain
the solution over the elements’ faces, and tend to overestimate the element stiffness.
This produces small inaccuracies when the wavelength of deformation is large com-
pared to the element’s size (as in this case), but can potentially induce large errors
otherwise. This phenomenon is illustrated in the third column of Table 2 which shows
that the relative error between GMsFEM and FEM results rapidly increases when
higher modes are considered.
A possible solution to this issue is intrinsically embedded in the GMsFEM method
itself that allows one to include, for example, additional coarse-scale DOFs in the
definition of a MSE. For instance, a refined multiscale element, featuring 1244 nodes,
47































































Figure 24: Transient response of the beam computed with GMsFEM at sensor S1
(thick line), sensor S2 (thin line), and fine-scale FEM results (O-markers).
is defined by including additional coarse-scale DOFs selected over the boundary faces
of the MSE shown in Fig. 22.a. The first 40 natural frequencies obtained with this
refined element are presented in the fourth column of Table 2. Also in this case, the
eigensolutions associated with repeated modes are presented only once. Results show
that the refined element accurately predicts the eigenvalues of the system in a wider
frequency range compared to the previously adopted multiscale element. As expected,
results also show that increasing the number of coarse-scale nodes also reduces the
error associated to the lower-frequency modes.
Such approach is clearly more computationally expensive since it increases the
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(a) First bending mode (86.4 Hz) (b) Second bending mode (512.7 Hz)
(c) First torsional mode (741.5 Hz) (d) First axial mode (1227.7 Hz)
(e) Third bending mode (1334.5 Hz) (f) Second torsional mode (2235.9 Hz)
Figure 25: Mode shapes of the beam computed using 10 multiscale elements. For
visualization purposes the coarse-scale solution in projected onto the fine-scale mesh.
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number of nodes for which multiscale shape functions are computed, and also increases
the number of DOFs explicitly retained in the coarse-scale model. It is however
interesting to note that the size of the final system, comprised of 1244 global nodes,
is significantly smaller compared to the 32655 nodes characterizing the entire fine-scale
model. Also, the calculation of the multiscale shape functions is an operation that is
done only once in the pre-processing stage of the simulation, and is not repeated if
multiple analysis are conducted for different loading or boundary conditions.
2.5 Conclusions
This chapter presents the theoretical formulation of the geometric multiscale finite el-
ement method (GMsFEM). Multiscale elements are derived from the minimization of
the energy of the system, and linear constraints are implemented in order to guarantee
compatibility of displacements across adjacent elements. A formalism is proposed to
investigate the issue of inter-element compatibility that is particularly relevant when
implementing three-dimensional multiscale elements. Numerical examples illustrate
the ability of GMsFEM to pass the patch test, and to provide compatible solutions
across the boundaries of dissimilar elements. In this regard, the effects of different
types of fine-scale elements are investigated in order to support the theoretical pre-
dictions. Numerical results computed for three-dimensional heterogeneous structures
illustrate how GMsFEM allows to model fine-scale geometrical features by means of
a limited number of global information. As expected, the GMsFEM performs well
when the wavelength of deformation is larger than the relevant small-scale features of
the problem and offers a systematic approach to capture the response of the system
at higher frequencies.
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Table 2: Natural frequencies computed with coarse (704 nodes), and fine (1244 nodes)
MSEs, and comparison with the fine-scale FEM solution (32655 nodes). The brack-
eted values indicate the % error between GMsFEM and FEM results.
Mode number
Natural frequencies (Hz)
FEM GMsFEM - coarse GMsFEM - fine
1 85.33 86.38 (1.23) 85.73 (0.47)
3 505.7 512.6 (1.37) 508.2 (0.50)
5 733.3 741.5 (1.11) 729.1 (0.56)
7 1221 1227 (0.48) 1224 (0.25)
8 1313 1334 (1.58) 1320 (0.55)
10 2201 2235 (1.55) 2188 (0.59)
11 2352 2398 (1.95) 2367 (0.65)
13 3540 3628 (2.51) 3568 (0.79)
15 3615 3692 (2.12) 3651 (0.98)
16 3655 3764 (2.98) 3670 (0.40)
17 4814 4972 (3.28) 4862 (1.00)
19 5060 5348 (5.70) 5118 (1.16)
20 6056 6182 (2.07) 6100 (0.72)
21 6131 6390 (4.23) 6208 (1.26)
23 6503 7008 (7.77) 6593 (1.38)
24 7451 7844 (5.27) 7569 (1.58)
26 7943 8706 (9.60) 8076 (1.66)
27 8396 8756 (4.29) 8494 (1.17)
28 8720 9257 (6.15) 8892 (1.96)
30 9381 10435 (11.2) 9569 (2.00)
31 9801 10436 (6.47) 10033 (2.36)
33 10628 11264 (5.98) 10707 (0.75)
34 10815 12461 (15.2) 10964 (1.38)
35 12241 13829 (12.9) 12460 (1.79)
36 12675 14215 (12.1) 12856 (1.43)
37 12883 14906 (15.7) 13135 (1.95)
39 13298 15273 (14.8) 13558 (1.96)
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CHAPTER III
MULTISCALE ANALYSIS OF PERIODIC SOLIDS
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, the GMsFEM is applied to the analysis of periodic material config-
urations. The wave propagation properties of periodic materials and structures are
described through the application of Bloch formalism. This leads to the dispersion
relations of the system that fully characterize its wave properties in terms of fre-
quency/wavenumber relations, equivalent constitutive behavior at long wavelengths,
and wave velocities of propagation. Results computed with GMsFEM are compared
with reference FEM solutions to characterize the computed multiscale solutions, and
to identify advantages and shortcomings of the method.
The following section summarizes the Bloch theorem and its application to the
analysis of free wave motion in periodic structures. The chapter continues with ap-
plications of GMsFEM to two- and three-dimensional periodic solids, such as lattices
and a phononic crystal plate. The dispersion properties of the latter are validated
through experimental measurements conducted on an assembly of finite size.
3.2 Free wave propagation in periodic solids
3.2.1 Unit cell analysis: Bloch theorem
The propagation of elastic waves in periodic systems is conveniently described through
the Bloch formalism [26], briefly summarized in what follows. As shown in Fig. 26, a
periodic medium is uniquely defined by a set of lattice vectors (e1, e2) that generate




Figure 26: Periodic systems with Cartesian (a) and skew (b) lattice vectors.
cell (n1, n2) can be expressed as:
rp = rp0 + n1e1 + n2e2 (50)
where rp0 is the position of point P in the reference cell, and n1, n2 are integers.
According to the Bloch theorem, the displacement of point rp can be expressed in
terms of the displacement rp0 in the reference unit cell:
u(rp) = u(rp0) e
ik·(rp−rp0) (51)
where
u(rp0) = u0 e
i(ωt−k·rp0) (52)
In Eq. (52), i =
√
−1 denotes the imaginary unit, ω is the frequency of wave propa-
gation (rad/s), and k is the wave vector. Substituting Eq. (50) into Eq. (51) gives:
u(rp) = u(rp0) e
i(n1µ1+n2µ2) (53)
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where µi = k ·ei with i = 1, 2. Eq. (53) states that in a periodic system the change in
amplitude that a wave experiences as it propagates from one cell to another does not
depend on the specific location of the cell within the system, and thus the analysis
can be restricted to the reference unit cell or representative volume element (RVE).
3.2.2 Finite element analysis of free wave motion
The dynamic behavior of the unit cell is studied with the proposed multiscale finite
element method. The discretized equations of motion of the reference cell are derived
through standard FE procedures [38] in conjunction with the multiscale discretization
technique described in Chapter II. If the structure undergoes harmonic motion at




d = f (54)
where M andK denote the global mass and stiffness matrices of the unit cell, d is the
vector of generalized displacements, and f denotes generalized forces of interaction of
the cell with its neighbors. The propagation of elastic waves from one cell to another is
studied by imposing compatibility and equilibrium conditions between the boundary
nodes of the cell, and assuming that only the interaction forces with neighboring cells
appear in f . Periodic boundary conditions are commonly written in matrix form as:
d = A(µ1, µ2)dr and f = B(µ1, µ2) fr (55)
where matrices A and B are transformation operators between d and f , and the
corresponding vectors of reduced order dr and fr. Explicit expressions for A and B
can be written in relation to specific arrangements of the fundamental unit cell [58,
107]. Substituting Eq. (55) into Eq. (54), pre-multiplying the resulting equation for
AH , with ( )H denoting the Hermitian operator, and assuming that no external forces
are applied, gives:
[
Kr(µ1, µ2)− ω2Mr(µ1, µ2)
]
dr = 0 (56)
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where Kr = A
HKA, and Mr = A
HMA. The eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (56)
requires imposing the two components of the wave vector and solving for the corre-
sponding frequency of wave propagation ω = ω(µ1, µ2). The complete solution for
varying µ1 and µ2 defines the dispersion surfaces of the medium. In the present
analysis, wave propagation without attenuation is considered. Hence, µ1 and µ2 are
purely imaginary numbers that vary within the first Brillouin zone of the system [30].
Each surface describes the dispersion relation for each wave mode. The total number
of dispersion surfaces equals the size of the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (56), which in
turn depends on the number of reduced degrees of freedom dr. The computational
cost for the evaluation of the dispersion diagrams can be significantly reduced by ex-
ploiting the proposed multiscale method, which allows elements to be formulated that
retain only the relevant boundary or internal DOFs for characterizing the dynamics
of the system in a selected frequency range. It is common practice to let the wave
vector span the contour of the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone [30] to obtain
dispersion diagrams. Examples of possible representations of the dispersion diagrams
are presented for selected examples in the following sections.
3.3 Solid with periodic hard inclusions
3.3.1 Configuration
As illustrated in Fig. 27.a, the configuration considered herein consists of a square
domain made of an isotropic material (E=71 GPa, ρ=2700 kg/m3, and ν=0.3) with a
periodic arrangement of circular fibers. The inclusions are ten times stiffer and heavier
than the surrounding matrix. The corresponding unit cell, shown in Fig. 27.b, features
side length L=1.0 m long and a central circular fiber with diameter d = 0.3L. On
the spirit of h-refinements, the RVE is discretized using three GMsFEM meshes as






Figure 27: Periodic arrangement of stiff fibers in a uniform matrix (a) and represen-
tative unit cell (b).
(a) MSE-A: 25 nodes (b) MSE-B: 41 nodes
(c) MSE-C: 105 nodes (d) FEM mesh: 805 nodes
Figure 28: Multiscale and standard FEM discretizations used to model the RVE.
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A FE discretization of the domain, shown in Fig. 28.d, is used to compare the
computed results. The number of elements in the FE mesh is chosen to correctly
describe the inclusion’s boundary using a smooth discretization. Furthermore, in-
creasing the number of elements does not significantly change the dispersion relations
of the first five wave modes in the frequency range below 3.5 kHz.
3.3.2 Numerical results: band diagrams and wave modes
Results of the dispersion analysis are shown in Fig. 29 that illustrates the change of the
first five wave modes over the contour of the irreducible Brillouin zone. Specifically,

























































Figure 29: Band diagrams of the system computed with GMsFEM (o-markers) using
MSE-A (a), MSE-B (b), and MSE-C (c). FEM solution (thick solid line).
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Fig. 29.a shows excellent agreement between the dispersion curves of the first two
modes obtained with the coarsest GMsFEM mesh (Fig. 28.a) and the correspond-
ing FEM solution. The first two modes are in fact typically characterized by a
global deformation pattern of the cell that is captured even by the coarsest GMs-
FEM discretization. The same results also highlight discrepancies on the high fre-
quency modes, typically characterized by local deformations within the RVE itself. In
this case the linear compatibility conditions between multiscale elements tend to over-
stiffen the model therefore impeding the proper estimation of the Bloch’s eigenvectors
and associated frequencies. Figures 29.b,c illustrate how convergence at higher fre-
quencies is achieved by means of successive mesh refinements that allow capturing the
localized deformation patterns typical of higher frequency modes. This interpretation
is further supported by results shown in Fig. 29 that illustrate the first five eigen-
modes computed when µ1 = µ2 = π. Results computed using different discretizations
show that the first two eigenmodes computed with the coarsest MSE (see Fig. 28.a)
are in good agreement with the corresponding FE solutions, while discrepancies are
observed for modes characterized by complex deformation patterns within the cell.
A better agreement at higher frequencies is observed when MSEs are utilized in con-
junction with additional quadrilateral elements, shown in Fig. 28.b,c, so that also


































Figure 30: Bloch eigenvectors of the first five modes computed with GMsFEM-A
(a,d,g,j,m), GMsFEM-C (b,e,h,k,n), and FEM results (c,f,i,l,o).
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3.4 Structural lattices
In this example, the GMsFEM is applied to compute the wave propagation properties
of 2D periodic lattices. In the low frequency range, when the wavelength of defor-
mation is larger than the unit cell of the lattice, such systems behave as equivalent
media with anisotropic properties that can be exploited for the design of structures
with directional wave properties. In this frequency range, the lattice is characterized
by global deformation modes that are influenced by the specific cell’s topology. As
discussed in the previous example, this is a favorable scenario for the application of
GMsFEM to reduce the computational costs of simulations aimed at characterizing
the directional wave properties of the lattice.
3.4.1 Configuration
A schematic of the considered lattice topology is shown in Fig. 31.a along with the
unit cell illustrated in Fig. 31.b. The unit cell features side length L=0.5 mm, and
aluminum ligaments oriented at θ=45 deg with respect to the cartesian frame (i1, i2).
As shown in Fig. 32.a, the unit cell is discretized by means of a limited number of
(a) (b)
Figure 31: Considered lattice structure (a) and representative unit cell (b).
multiscale elements that significantly reduce the coarse scale DOFs retained in the
simulation. Also, the present approach allows for a better positioning of the global
nodes along the boundary of the cell and therefore facilitates the implementation of
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periodic boundary conditions. On the other hand, a higher number of elements is
typically required when a triangular mesh is used to discretize the same topology, as
shown in Fig. 32.b.
(a) GMsFEM mesh (20 nodes) (b) FEM mesh (47 nodes)
Figure 32: Discretization of the unit cell: GMsFEM (a), and FEM (b).
3.4.2 Band diagrams and wave velocities
Wave propagation in the considered lattice is analyzed through the calculation of
the wave speeds of the first two low frequency modes [58, 107]. In the long wave-
length region the lattice is characterized by a linear dispersion relation, as shown
in Fig. 33, that denotes the non-dispersive nature of the medium. In this example,

















Figure 33: Band diagrams of the three low-frequency modes of the considered lattice.
FEM solution (thick solid line), GMsFEM results (o-markers).
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such region extends approximately between 0 and 500 kHz where Fig. 33 shows an
excellent agreement between GMsFEM and FEM results. Results also illustrate that,
contrary to classical homogenization methods, GMsFEM correctly captures the dis-
persion relations of the system beyond the long wavelength region, in the frequency
range between 500 kHz and 1800 kHz. As expected, discrepancies between the pre-
dicted results and the FEM solution appear in the higher portion of the considered
frequency spectrum.
To characterize the directional behavior of structural lattices, it is common prac-
tice to investigate the dependence of wave velocities upon directions of propagation.
The evaluation of wave speeds provides important indications on the anisotropic na-
ture of the lattice within a specified frequency range. It shows the existence of pref-
erential directions of propagation and energy flow, and defines the dispersive nature





where κ = |κ| is the wavenumber, and v = κ/κ is a unit vector in the direction of
the wave vector.
It is particularly interesting to investigate the directivity of the phase speeds in
the long wavelength region that for the lattice considered herein extends from 0 to
500 kHz. In such a frequency range the structure behaves as a homogeneous medium
with effective properties that can be correlated to the lattice skewness and void volume
fraction. Furthermore, because of the non-dispersive nature of the system, the wave
velocities and effective properties are independent of frequency. The phase speeds
of the first two wave modes computed in the long wavelength regime are shown in
Fig. 34. Results indicate that the first mode tends to propagate faster along the 0-
90 deg direction, while the second mode is characterized by higher speeds at ±45 deg.
The dependency of wave speeds from the direction of propagation reveals the effective
anisotropic response of the lattice in the considered frequency range. Contrary to
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Figure 34: Phase speed of the first wave mode (a) and of the second wave mode (b)
computed with FEM (thin solid line) and GMsFEM (o-markers).
composite materials, such anisotropic behavior is correlated to the lattice’s topology,
even if the ligaments are made of an isotropic material.
Results presented in Fig. 34 also illustrate the excellent agreement between the
GMsFEM and FEM solutions. As shown in Fig. 32, the proposed method allows
discretizing the unit cell with a significantly smaller number of nodes thus the com-
putational cost is reduced accordingly. Note that the complete description of the
dispersion properties requires the sequential solution of Eq. (56) for different values
of µ1 and µ2. In this case, GMsFEM is particularly appealing because the additional
computational cost associated with calculation of the multiscale shape functions is
computed only once to assemble the global matrices, while a reduced number of DOFs
is explicitly retained in the subsequent analysis.
3.4.3 Transient response of finite lattices
Results predicted by the unit cell analysis are verified by computing the time re-
sponse of 2D grids of finite size. The structures are composed of 15 cells in the x
and y directions. The lattice is excited by a narrowband 10-cycle tone burst signal
centered at a frequency of 100 kHz as shown in Fig. 35.b. The frequency spectrum of
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the load is entirely confined in the low-frequency region where the structure behaves
as effective anisotropic medium. Four forces are simultaneously applied at the nodal
points of the central cell in order to uniformly excite the system in all directions, as
illustrated in Fig. 35.a. The response is evaluated by integrating the equations of mo-
(a)











































Figure 35: Spatial arrangement (a), and time variation (b) of the nodal forces applied
to the lattice.
tion of the assembly with a time marching scheme of the Newmark family [101] using
displacement-free boundary conditions at the edges of the computational domain.
Results presented in Fig. 36 illustrate snapshots of the displacement field cap-
tured before observing reflections from the boundaries. This allows investigating the
response of the lattice ignoring the effects of specific boundary conditions. As pre-
dicted by the unit cell analysis, the system is characterized by a significant directional
behavior whereby elastic energy tends to be focused along the ligaments of the lattice.
Results are presented side-by-side to emphasize the agreement between the GMsFEM
and FEM solutions.
The GMsFEM allows for integration of the dynamic equations of the problem
in about 5.5 sec, while 36 sec are required to integrate the FE system. Such CPU
times are evaluated considering 200 time-steps, and using the same implementation of
the time marching scheme. Clearly, GMsFEM is more advantageous since a smaller
number of DOFs is explicitly retained in the time marching loop. The gap between
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FEM          GMsFEM
(a)
FEM          GMsFEM
(b)
FEM          GMsFEM
(c)
Figure 36: Magnitude of the displacement field for evolving time-steps.
the two approaches reduces if the CPU time required to compute the multiscale shape
functions, (about 11 sec), is considered. However, it is important to underline that this
operation is executed only once at the beginning of the analysis in order to assemble
the global system matrices, and it is not repeated if simulations are conducted for
different boundary or loading conditions.
3.5 Phononic stubbed plate
Acoustic bandgaps characterize the propagation of Lamb waves in plates having pe-
riodic variations of acoustic properties, commonly known as phononic crystal (PC)
plates. The existence of bandgaps, or frequency ranges in which acoustic-wave prop-
agation is forbidden, is particularly appealing for the development, among others,
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of acoustic logic ports, mechanical filters, and efficient acoustic waveguides [70, 93,
106, 127, 128]. The mechanical impedance mismatch between the periodic elements
is a key factor for obtaining frequency bandgaps, which typically originate from wave
scattering occurring at wavelengths of the same order of the unit cell size (Bragg
scattering) [28]. The band structure of PC plates is commonly computed using ap-
proximate techniques such as the finite element method. This example shows the
possibility of reducing the computational cost of simulations through the definition
of multiscale elements capable of describing the salient physical features of the prob-
lem without fully resolving all the spatial scales. The configuration considered herein
consists of a 2D periodic domain (Fig. 37) that is modeled using 3D elements thus
representing a more challenging modeling scenario. Different multiscale elements are
proposed in order to illustrate how the proposed multiscale method can be exploited
to fit the needs of specific analyses.
3.5.1 Configuration
The considered structure, schematically shown in Fig. 37.a, consists of a thin alu-
minum plate (thickness hp = 1 mm) characterized by a periodic distribution of cylin-
drical stubs bonded to one surface of the plate. As shown in Fig. 37.b the cylindrical
Unit cell
Lattice vectors
(a) Phononic crystal plate














(b) Representative unit cell
Figure 37: Phononic crystal plate with a periodic stubbed surface (a), and corre-
sponding unit cell (b).
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stubs feature a diameter d = 7 mm, height hc = 10 mm, and are arranged in a square
lattice with a lattice constant a = 10 mm. An interesting feature of this configuration,
already investigated by Wu et al. [127], is the presence of a complete bandgap that
extends from 114 to 143 kHz, and two additional partial bandgaps centered at 21 kHz
and 110 kHz respectively.
In this study, the unit cell is modeled by means of two multiscale elements, shown
in Fig. 38, each being characterized by a different number of global nodes. For
instance, Fig. 38.a illustrates a 288-node MSE, denoted as multiscale element A,
characterized by global nodes located over the four sides of the plate and along the
peripheral edges of the cylinder. Also, Fig. 38.b shows a multiscale element (B)
featuring 2595-global nodes representing an improved version, on the spirit of a p-
refinement, of the previous MSE. Both MSEs are characterized by the same fine scale
mesh comprised by 7704 elements. The dispersion properties of the unit cell computed
with such discretization are in good agreement with results presented in [127]. For
this reason, the resulting fine-scale solution is used as a reference to compare the
GMsFEM predictions.
Global nodes
(a) Multiscale element A
Global nodes
(b) Multiscale element B
Figure 38: Multiscale elements with 288 (a) and 2595 (b) coarse scale nodes.
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3.5.2 Band diagrams
Multiscale elements A and B are used to compute the band diagrams of the considered
unit cell in order to characterize the wave propagation properties of the phononic
crystal plate. The computed results are compared with the FE solution obtained
by explicitly resolving all the fine scale DOFs. For instance, results obtained with
the multiscale element A are shown in Fig. 39.a illustrating how the adopted MSE
fully captures the dispersion properties of the first three lower-frequency branches.
Such wave modes are given by the combination of the fundamental symmetric (S0),
anti-symmetric (A0), and shear horizontal (SH0) Lamb modes that propagate in
the plate and completely characterize the dynamic response of the PC plate below
25 kHz. In this frequency range, the behavior of the system is characterized by
global deformation modes that are captured by the limited set of coarse scale nodes
characterizing the adopted MSE. This considerations are further illustrated in Fig. 40
showing the excellent agreement between the first three Bloch eigenmodes computed
at point X (µ1 = π, µ2 = 0) of the reduced wavenumber space using GMsFEM
with MSE A and the fine scale FEM mesh. Also, Fig. 39.a shows how the multiscale
element A is not able to describe the dispersion relations of the system at higher
frequencies, and therefore is not a good candidate to model the bandgap behavior of
the PC plate.
In order to overcome this limitation a second multiscale element (B) is proposed.
Such MSE features a higher number of coarse scale nodes that provide a better de-
scription of the local deformation field characterizing high frequency modes. This is
illustrated in Fig. 39.b, where the agreement extends to a broader frequency range.
In particular, it is noteworthy to observe how multiscale element B provides an accu-
rate description of the main bandgap of the system, even if minor discrepancies are
observed above 200 kHz. This example demonstrates further how the GMsFEM is
characterized by performance that balances the computational costs associated with
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the numerical calculation of the multiscale shape functions to the specific require-
ments of the simulation.




































Figure 39: Band diagrams computed with MSE-A (a) and MSE-B (b) (O-markers)
with comparison with the fine scale FEM solution (thick solid line).
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(a) Mode 1 (FEM) (b) Mode 1 (GMsFEM)
(c) Mode 2 (FEM) (d) Mode 2 (GMsFEM)
(e) Mode 3 (FEM) (f) Mode 3 (GMsFEM)
Figure 40: First three Bloch modes of the PC plate computed with the fine scale
FEM mesh (a,c,e) and with MSE-A (b,d,f).
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3.5.3 Experimental analysis of dispersion
In this section, the band structure computed numerically with the proposed multiscale
elements are compared to experimental results characterizing the dispersion properties
of a phononic crystal plate of finite size. The structure, shown in Fig. 41, is generated
by the repetition of the RVE described in the previous section to form a periodic
array of 6×20 units. Standard epoxy glue is used to bond the cylindrical stubs over










Figure 41: Experimental specimen of the phononic crystal plate.
The wave propagation properties of the structure are characterized by means of
two-dimensional wavefield measurements, recorded with a scanning laser vibrometer
(Polytec PSV-400). Measurements are conducted over a grid of 60×200 scan points
with a spatial resolution of 1 mm in the horizontal and vertical directions. At each
grid point, the laser measures the time history of the component of velocity w(x, y, t)
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normal to the plate surface. Each time history includes 512 samples and is recorded
at a sampling frequency of 1.28 MHz. Elastic waves are excited by a piezoelectric
transducer located 30 mm away from the stubbed area as shown in Fig. 41. The
transducer is driven by an input signal consisting of a four-cycle tone burst gener-
ated by a waveform generator (Agilent 33220A - 20MHz), and amplified by a piezo












Figure 42: Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus.
sired frequency ranges, the plate is excited by three successive tone burst signals each
centered at a frequency of 5 kHz, 15 kHz, and 40 kHz respectively. Three different
measurements, one for each input signal, are sequentially conducted and the recorded
displacements are summed into one single dataset. Such technique allows obtaining
the response of the stubbed plate to an equivalent external input given by the sum
of the three independently-applied loads.
The measured displacement is first transformed in the frequency domain ω through
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the following Fourier Transform (FT):
ŵ(x, y, ω) = F [w(x, y, t)]. (58)







ŵ(xi, y, ω) (59)
where Nx = 60 denotes the number of scan points along the width of the scanned
area, identified by the x-direction in Fig. 41. A final FT along the y-direction (see
Fig. 41) leads to the frequency-wavenumber representation of the averaged response
(Ŵ (k, ω) = F [ŵ(y, ω)]).
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Figure 43: Experimental estimation of the dispersion curves of the considered
phononic crystal. In white (solid lines) the wave branches computed with GMsFEM.
The amplitude of Ŵ (k, ω) is shown in Fig. 43. Specifically, Fig. 43 shows the com-
parison between the experimental (color scale) and numerical (solid lines) dispersion
relations of the first five modes in a frequency range below 50 kHz. Results indicate
how the numerical predictions tend to match the experimental dispersion branches
identified by the peaks of Ŵ . A closer agreement is observed for the first and third
modes that, being characterized by out-of-plane polarized displacements, are better
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detected by the experimental apparatus. Also, the signature of the fifth branch is
observed at 45 kHz while the fourth mode is hardly visible because of the absence of
strongly out-of-plane polarized components.
A second measurement is performed in order to characterize the main bandgap
of the PC plate. The same specimen is excited by a broadband chirp signal with
frequency content between 70 kHz and 150 kHz. The dispersion relations of the plate
are computed using the procedure previously described. Experimental results, illus-
trated in Fig. 44, reveal the presence of a full bandgap between 101 kHz and 132 kHz
- about 15% lower than the corresponding theoretical values predicted by [127]. This
discrepancy is attributed to the presence of the epoxy glue used to bond the stubs
to the plate’s surface, and to imperfections characterizing the height of each cylinder
deriving from the manual cutting procedure used to produce the stubs from a longer
bar. For instance, the average height of the stubs adopted in the experiment results
about 1 mm shorter than the nominal value of 10 mm.























Figure 44: Experimental characterization of the bandgap of the PC plate. In white
(solid lines) the wave branches computed with GMsFEM.
For a better agreement between numerical and experimental results, a possible
strategy is to improve the experimental specimen. For instance, the stubs could be
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cut more precisely by a water-jet automatic machine, and bonded to the plate’s surface
by friction welding as suggested in [127]. Since the prediction of the actual dispersion
properties of this configuration is not the major purpose of the present study, the
numerical model of the unit cell is adapted to the experimental configuration. In
particular, a 0.3 mm thick layer of glue is added at the base of the multiscale element
B (see Fig. 38.b), and the height of the stub is reduced to 9 mm. The glue is modeled
by reducing the Young’s modulus of the corresponding elements to 6 GPa as suggested
in [5]. Whereas such changes do not appreciably affect the low frequency dispersion
relations shown in Fig. 43, an excellent agreement of results is observed for the three
main wave modes that define the bandgap as illustrated in Fig 44.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter GMsFEM is applied to the analysis of wave propagation in heteroge-
neous periodic media. In particular, two- and three-dimensional multiscale elements
are adopted to study the free wave propagation properties of materials with peri-
odic inclusions, structural lattices, and phononic crystal structures. These systems
are characterized by unique dynamic properties, such as bandgaps, typically occur-
ring at frequency ranges in which wavelengths are of the same order of the unit cell
size, and wave directionality resulting from effective anisotropic behaviors in the low
frequency/long wavelength regime. These important features can be correctly cap-
tured by the proposed multiscale elements. Extremely coarse multiscale elements
accurately capture the global deformation modes characterizing the response of the
system in the low frequency range. As the wavelength of deformations increases,
additional global information are needed in order to represent localized deformations
within the RVE. This can be achieved by coupling multiscale elements with a re-
fined FE mesh, as shown in the first example, or by increasing the number of coarse
scale nodes characterizing one single MSE, as demonstrated in the PC plate analysis.
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Both strategies require a higher number of DOFs, thus increasing the computational
cost of the analysis, and the time associated with the calculation of multiscale shape
functions. The chapter concludes with the experimental validation of the dispersion
diagrams computed with the proposed multiscale method. Numerical results are in
good agreement with the measured data, especially in the low frequency range where
wave modes are characterized by strongly out-of-plane polarized displacements that
are better detected by the experimental apparatus. In order to predict the frequency
range defining the major bandgap of the PC plate, the numerical model of the unit cell




APPLICATION TO DAMAGED STRUCTURES
4.1 Overview
Numerical simulations of wave-damage interaction play a key role for the develop-
ment of modern guided wave-based inspection techniques. A concise yet meaningful
understanding of these phenomena is often obtained by means of scattering diagrams
illustrating the directivity of the wavefield scattered by defects. Such simulations
are computationally intensive, not only due to the scale difference between the global
and local features, but also because scattering information requires several parametric
studies for damage of different size and orientation. Consequently, significant effort
related to model preparation and re-meshing is required. The following sections il-
lustrate how GMsFEM can be exploited to alleviate the modeling and computational
costs of simulations involving small defects in an otherwise homogeneous system.
4.2 Plate with a circular hole
4.2.1 Configuration
The problem of wave propagation in a uniform plate with a central hole is studied
first. Consider a square aluminum (E=71 GPa, ρ=2700 kg/m3, and ν=0.3) plate
with side length L=100 mm, characterized by a circular defect at the center. The
multiscale nature of this problem is related to the difference between the characteristic
length scales of the structure and the size of the hole (see Fig. 45). For instance, three
diameters, D1 = 0.2 mm, D2 = 1.0 mm, and D3 = 2.0 mm, are considered in order to
represent a significant range of critical modeling scenarios. The computational domain
is discretized with a grid of 40×40 linear quadrilaterals in order to properly capture
the global wave motion at the given excitation frequency. The circular inclusions
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~ 1 mm
Figure 45: Schematic of the two-dimensional plate with central hole.
are modeled by means of one multiscale element as shown in Fig. 46. Each MSE is
characterized by four “exterior” nodes that coincide with the nodes of adjacent linear
quadrilaterals, and a variable number of “internal” nodes along the rim of the defect.











Figure 46: Discretization of the computational domain, and multiscale elements used
to model three circular defects.
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domain boundary. In addition, Fig. 46 shows the fine scale triangular mesh that is
used inside each MSE to numerically compute the corresponding shape functions as
described in Chapter II.
A reference FE discretization of the system, shown in Fig. 47, is comprised of
an exterior region (Fig. 47.a) with regular (undistorted) elements, and a localized
refinement region (Fig. 47.b,c,d) where the element size is gradually reduced to cap-
ture the fine-scale details. The presence of such refined elements clearly constitutes
Figure 47: Finite element mesh of the computational domain with three refinement
regions used to accommodate the presence of defects with different radius.
the primary disadvantage of FE techniques, since they increase the total number of
DOFs explicitly retained in the simulation, and also impose a limit on the time step
of integration. The generation of a good-quality mesh that provides a smooth transi-
tion between the uniform domain and the defect is also a time consuming operation
that is completely bypassed in the proposed GMsFEM approach. In the following
section, results of wave propagation computed with GMsFEM are compared with FE
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simulations based on the discretizations described herein.
4.2.2 Numerical results
Numerical results are obtained when the system is excited by a concentrated nodal
load in the lower portion of the domain (see Fig. 45.a) with a time variation corre-
sponding to a 1-cycle tone burst centered at a frequency of 100 kHz. A first com-
parison between FEM and GMsFEM solutions is shown in Fig. 49 which illustrates
the magnitude of displacements recorded at selected angular positions (see Fig. 48)
along the rim of the three defects shown in Fig. 46. For the sake of clarity, only
Figure 48: Angular positions along the rim of the hole.
four angles are considered but similar results are observed along the entire angular
range. Such results indicate an excellent agreement between the two solutions for the
entire simulation time, and show how the proposed GMsFEM correctly captures the
wavefield near the three considered scatterers. A similar agreement is observed in
Fig. 50 showing the total mechanical energy





dT K d (60)
evaluated within the refinement region of the FE model (see Fig. 47). Results are
illustrated for the two extreme cases for which D1 = 0.2 mm and D3 = 2.0 mm,
and show how GMsFEM captures the local softening of the structure as the defect
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Figure 49: Magnitude of nodal displacements at selected angular positions along the
perimeter of the hole: Diameter D1 = 0.2 mm (a), D2 = 1.0 mm (b), and D3 = 2.0
mm (c). FEM results (solid line) and GMsFEM results (◦-markers).
size increases. Since E(t) is computed considering multiple elements, the agreement
between FEM and GMsFEM results also confirms that the compatibility between
MSEs and their adjacent elements is properly enforced.
Figure 51 shows similar results computed for the defect with D2 = 1.0 mm. In
this case the mechanical energy is computed only with GMsFEM by changing the size
of the fine scale mesh used to compute the corresponding multiscale shape functions.
For instance, a refined, intermediate, and coarse discretization within the MSE are
considered featuring 1266, 320, and 82 fine-scale triangular elements, respectively.
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Figure 50: Mechanical energy computed within the refined region of the FE model
for D1 = 0.2 mm (thin solid line) and D3 = 2.0 mm (thick solid line). Markers denote
the same quantity computed with GMsFEM.
As shown in Fig. 51, little difference can be observed between results obtained with
different local meshes, indicating the modest sensitivity of the solution with respect
to the number of local elements.






















Figure 51: Mechanical energy computed for D2 = 1.0 mm with GMsFEM using


























Figure 52: Deformation field in the refinement region around the hole after 20 µs:
FEM results (a,c,e) and GMsFEM results (b,d,f).
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A qualitative comparison between the FEM and GMsFEM solutions is shown in
Fig. 52 that represents snapshots of the deformation field around the three defects.
The solution on each multiscale element is projected onto the fine scale (triangular)
mesh in order to facilitate its graphical visualization. Results indicate that both
methods provide very similar results both in the exterior portion of the considered
refinement region, and also in the interior region near the damage. From these results
it is also possible to better appreciate the continuity of the solution across multiscale
and adjacent quadrilateral elements.
4.3 Plate with surface crack
A damaged aluminum plate is modeled as a two-dimensional plane-strain domain
and features a transverse crack emanating from the top surface, as shown in Fig. 53.
Guided waves are generated at one end of the plate while a receiving sensor detects




Figure 53: Schematic of a plate with an arbitrary-oriented crack.
the displacement at a point over the same side. Results are compared with a baseline
configuration without damage so that changes in amplitude and phase of the received
signal can be associated with the crack presence and extension. Simulations are re-
peated for different damage size and orientation in order to correlate the received
signals with specific damage topologies. From a modeling standpoint this represents
the major difficulty because each model requires a dedicated discretization that is
often difficult to obtain using automatic mesh generation tools. In this section, dif-
ferent topologies are constructed with the proposed GMsFEM to conveniently model
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the localized defect by means of a limited number of multiscale elements.
4.3.1 Multiscale model
As illustrated in Fig. 54, the considered aluminum plate features side length L=200 mm
and thickness h=3 mm. The structure is excited by a uniform shear traction applied
over a 2 mm long region near the left side of the plate. Resulting displacements are
monitored by a virtual sensor located 25 mm away from the source (Fig. 54). The
Absorbing layers region
mmmmmm
Figure 54: Multiscale model of the damaged plate.
input signal used to excite the system is a 4-cycle tone burst of center frequency of
200 kHz. The plate is discretized with 7 elements through the thickness, and 400
plane-strain elements along the plate’s length. The presence of a transverse crack is
modeled by means of a few number of multiscale elements in the vicinity of the small
imperfection, while the remaining part of the computational grid is left undistorted,
as shown in Fig. 54. The crack is represented as an elliptical inclusion with semi-
minor axis equal to 0.05 mm, and parametrized in terms of the semi-major axis (δ)
representing the defect depth, and the orientation (θ) with respect to the thickness
direction (Fig. 53). For selected configurations, the problem is discretized by means
of a reference FE mesh that uses the same discretization in the portion of the do-




Numerical results are first presented when a δ = 1.0 mm long crack is perpendicular
to the plate’s surface (i.e. θ = 0◦). Figure 57 shows selected snapshots of the wavefield
which illustrate the interaction of the incident wave with the defect. The reflections








































Figure 55: Comparison between the displacement ux (a) and associated reflected
signal (b) computed with GMsFEM (o-markers) and FEM (solid line) for a vertical
crack of depth δ = 1.0 mm.
are observed in the time histories of the longitudinal (ux) and transverse (uy) dis-
placements recorded by the sensor, as illustrated in Figs. 55.a, and 56.a, respectively,
and uniquely characterize the size and location of the defect. In order to retain only
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such relevant information, the baseline signal is subtracted to the measured response,
so that the time of arrival and the maximum amplitude of reflected waves can be
easily identified as shown in Figs. 55.b, and 56.b. Also, results are presented in a








































Figure 56: Comparison between the displacement uy (a) and associated reflected
signal (b) computed with GMsFEM (o-markers) and FEM (solid line) for a vertical
crack of depth δ = 1.0 mm.
comparative way in order to highlight the excellent agreement between GMsFEM
and FEM solutions, showing how both methods correctly capture the wave pattern
resulting from multiple reflections of the input signal with the stress-free surfaces of










Figure 57: Displacement field computed for a vertical crack of depth δ = 1.0 mm.
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A measure of the scattered wavefield is provided by the reflection coefficient de-
fined as:




where uref = [ux,max uy,max]
ref is the maximum amplitude of the reflected signal,
and uincmax is the amplitude of the incident wave. Such coefficient is presented in
Fig. 58 as a function of the crack depth (δ) expressed as a percentage of the plate
thickness. The computed results illustrate the increase of the reflection index with the






















































Figure 58: Reflection coefficients associated with ux (a) and uy (b) corresponding
to a vertical defect of increasing depth (relative to plate thickness). The solid (red)
markers denote FEM solutions computed for comparison purposes.
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crack depth, and show the excellent agreement with the coefficients computed with
selected FE meshes. Also, each point in Fig 58 is the result of a transient simulation
involving a different geometry generated with the proposed multiscale elements. This
operation, seamlessly accomplished by GMsFEM, is a challenging task when using
standard FE packages due to the amount of work generally required to regenerate each
model and remesh it. The proposed modeling tool allows to easily extend such results


























Theta = 0 deg
Theta = 15 deg
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Theta = 45 deg
Theta = 60 deg
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(b)
Figure 59: Reflection coefficients associated with ux (a) and uy (b) computed for
different values of the orientation angle θ.
for arbitrarily oriented cracks. For instance, reflection coefficients associated with the
two components of the wavefield (ux) and (uy) are illustrated in Fig. 59 showing the
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gradual attenuation of reflected waves for increasing values of the orientation angle θ.
4.4 Scattering analysis from two-dimensional defects
In this section the proposed GMsFEM is applied to the scattering problem of incident
waves from defects in a two-dimensional aluminum plate. Scattering diagrams are of
particular interest for SHM and NDE applications since they contain a wealth of
information about size, location, and relative orientation of damage with respect to
the source point.
4.4.1 Configuration and multiscale finite element model
The computational domain consists of a square plate made of aluminum (E=71 GPa,
ρ=2700 kg/m3, and ν=0.3) with side length L=120 mm and a uniform thickness in





     points
Figure 60: Schematic of the plate configuration considered for scattering analysis.
damage geometry is defined in terms of the ellipse’s axes Ra, Rb, and the orientation
angle θe. The structure is excited by a narrowband tone burst signal with central
frequency of 300 kHz. In order to simulate the wavefield generated by a surface
acoustic transducer, the 8-node point-like source configuration illustrated in Fig. 60
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is adopted in the model. The defect is surrounded by a circular array of Nt = 50
transducers uniformly distributed along a circumference of radius ri = 24 mm (i =
1 . . .Nt) (Fig. 60). Each transducer records the time history of the displacement that
is then used to generate a directivity map of the scattered wavefield as a function of
the angle θi, as discussed in the following section.
The computational domain is discretized using a regular grid of 200×200 plane
stress elements with unit aspect ratio and a minimum of 15 nodes per wavelength. As
shown in Fig. 61.a the output displacement is measured at selected nodes that most
closely approximate the theoretical radial location. In this way, the maximum error
induced by a sensor misalignment is of the order of the element side and is negligible
for the purpose of the present analysis. The presence of defects at the center of the
(Circular defects)
(Elliptic defects: theta = 45.0 deg)
(Elliptic defects: theta = 0.0 deg)
(a) (b)
Figure 61: Multiscale FE mesh with absorbing layers and sensor location (a) and
detail of the damage modeled using multiscale elements (b).
plate is modeled through a proper number of multiscale elements. Figure 61.b shows
how the original uniform mesh is “trimmed” along the contour of the inclusion and
additional nodes are added to the model to represent the new structural boundary.
Since the considered multiscale elements are intrinsically compatible with adjacent
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quadrilateral elements, the present approach does not alter the remaining portion of
the FE discretization therefore minimizing mesh distortion, regardless of the size and
shape of the inclusion.
For the calculation of the scattering coefficients it is necessary to eliminate, or at
least reduce, wave reflections from the computational domain boundaries. A series of
25 damping layers (see Fig. 61.a,), with two elements per layer, are used along the
external edges of the FE mesh to dampen the incoming and reflected waves. Within
each layer a stiffness-proportional damping model is employed with damping values
gradually increasing from the center to the outer regions of the model. The total
number of damping layers and the maximum damping coefficient (βmax = 4.0 10
−7)
are chosen by a trial and error approach in order to reduce the amplitude of reflected
waves of at least one order of magnitude with respect to the amplitude of the incoming
signal.
4.4.2 Calculation of the scattering coefficients
The scattering coefficients are estimated from the information recorded by the sensors
shown in Fig. 60. For instance, the displacement measured at the ith sensor is ui =
u(θi) = [ux, uy]
T
i where ux and uy denote the components of the displacement vector
resolved in the cartesian reference frame (i1, i2) shown in Fig. 60, and the angle θi











i − ui (i = 1, . . . , Nt) (62)






i is the baseline (undamaged) signal at the i
th transducer.
Due to the symmetry of the problem, the components of udi are conveniently described
in polar coordinates as:












cos θi sin θi
− sin θi cos θi

 (64)
As described in [39], two scattering coefficients, one for each component of ûdi , can
be defined as:
SP, i = SP (θi) =
H[ûdr, i(tHmax)]
H[ûrefr, i (tHmax)]













s− t ds (66)
is the Hilbert transform of the real signal f(t). Also, in Eq. (65), tHmax denotes the
time at which the Hilbert envelope is maximum, as schematically shown in Fig. 62.
The scattering coefficients defined in Eq. (65) are computed at each angular location
θi to illustrate the directivity of the wavefield scattered by the defect. Specifically,

















Figure 62: Example of the Hilbert envelope H[u(t)] of the radial (thick line) and
tangential (thin line) components of the displacement field.
the coefficient SP is computed using the radial component (ur) of the scattered field
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that represents the dominant displacement characterizing the scattered pressure (P)
waves. Similarly, SS is computed using the hoop displacements (uθ), and therefore is
associated to the scattered shear (S) waves.
4.4.3 Numerical results for elliptic inclusions
Numerical simulations are conducted for a series of configurations limited to signif-
icant variations of the damage parameters summarized in Table 3. The response of
the undamaged structure is also computed to provide a baseline that is used to ex-
tract the scattering information from the incident wavefield. Note that at the given
Table 3: Summary of the considered damage configurations.
Defect size I Defect size II Defect size III
Label Ra (mm) Rb (mm) Ra (mm) Rb (mm) Ra (mm) Rb (mm)
A (θe = 0
◦) 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1
B (θe = 0
◦) 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05
C (θe = 45
◦) 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05
D (θe = 90
◦) 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05
excitation frequency (300 kHz) the wavelengths of the incident P- and S-waves are
λP = 18.2 mm, and λS = 10.2 mm respectively. Such values are approximately one
to two orders of magnitude smaller than the defect’s sizes considered in this study
(see Table 3), that define the multiscale nature of the problem.
The computed scattering coefficients are shown in Figs. 63 - 66 in terms of polar
plots representing the amplitude of the reflected signal as a function of the angu-
lar coordinate θ. Such diagrams assume that the incident wave propagate along the
0◦ → 180◦ direction (see Fig. 60). The results reveal that (reflected) P-waves tend to
propagate along the 0◦−180◦ direction for defects A, B, and D, while when the crack
elongates at 45◦ with respect to the incidence direction, waves are mostly scattered
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perpendicular to the major defect side. Similar results, computed for S-waves, high-
light a scattering pattern mostly focused along the ±45◦ with the exception of defect
C characterized by SS scattering diagrams that are rotated to reflect the different
symmetry of the problem. Also, Figs. 63, 64, and 66, corresponding, respectively,
to defects A, B, and D, feature scattering diagrams that preserve the symmetry of
the problem. When the elliptic damage forms an angle with the direction of incom-
ing wave (see Fig. 65), both P- and S-waves are scattered mainly along directions
perpendicular to the principal axis of the inclusion. Results also reveal that the
magnitude of the scattered field decreases almost quadratically as the damage size
reduces, while the overall directionality pattern remains qualitatively the same. It is
finally worth mentioning that all the present scattering data are computed without
remeshing the entire computational domain. Instead, only the elements around the






















































































(f) SP (Ra = 1.0 mm)
Figure 63: Scattering plots from circular defects: Ra = 0.1 mm (a,b), Ra = 0.5 mm























































































(f) SP (Ra = 1.0 mm)
Figure 64: Scattering plots from elliptic defects with θe = 0
◦: Ra = 0.1 mm (a,b),























































































(f) SP (Ra = 1.0 mm)
Figure 65: Scattering plots from elliptic defects with θe = 45
◦: Ra = 0.1 mm (a,b),






















































































(f) SP (Ra = 1.0 mm)
Figure 66: Scattering plots from elliptic defects with θe = 90
◦: Ra = 0.1 mm (a,b),
Ra = 0.5 mm (c,d), and Ra = 1.0 mm (e,f).
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4.5 Scattering from three-dimensional defects
In this section, the GMsFEM is exploited to study the scattering patterns of three-
dimensional (3D) defects. A three-dimensional discretization is used to represent the
propagation of all the fundamental antisymmetric (A0), shear-horizontal (SH0), and
symmetric (S0) Lamb wave modes that are not satisfactory approximated by means of
two-dimensional plane-stress or plane-strain models. Furthermore a 3D model allows
to represent part-depth defects and to investigate mode conversions occurring when
either S0, or A0 incident waves are considered.
Hole depth (   )




Figure 67: Schematic of the three-dimensional defect configuration.
The present study focuses on the analysis of part-depth elliptic defects in order
to highlight the effects of different damage parameters on the scattering coefficients
introduced in the previous section. Such information is essential for the develop-
ment of reliable detection algorithms based, for example, on adaptive imaging tech-
niques [91]. Analysis are conducted considering a 3 mm thick square aluminum plate
(L = 130 mm) hosting a defect located at its center that partially extends through
the plate’s thickness, as shown in Fig. 67.
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        excitation
(b) Detail view
Figure 68: Group velocity curves for Lamb waves in an aluminum plate.
Both incident S0 and A0 waves are considered in this study. The former are
commonly exploited for their relatively high group velocity and low dispersion that
are particularly attractive for long range propagation SHM applications. Also, A0
incoming waves are used for their higher sensitivity to partial-thickness and delam-
ination type defects [81]. As shown in Fig. 68, the non-dispersive properties of S0
waves tend to be more pronounced at low frequencies, while the A0 mode is charac-
terized by constant group velocity at higher frequencies. Increasing the frequency of
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excitation may also increase the sensitivity to defects [82], with an upper limit given
by the A1 cut-off frequency of about 1.6 MHz-mm. For such reasons a compromise
is in general required when choosing the frequency of excitation. In this work the
plate is excited by a 5-cycle tone burst signal with center frequency of 600 kHz-mm,
where both S0 and A0 modes are reasonably non-dispersive. At this frequency, the
fundamental Lamb modes are characterized by wavelengths λA0 = 10.0 mm, λSH0 =
15.9 mm, and λS0 = 26.8 mm respectively, while the considered defects size ranges
between 0.1 mm to 1.5 mm. The analysis of such small imperfections is of extreme
importance to understand the structural behavior at the onset of damage but at the
same time represents a critical modeling scenario since the element size is dictated by
the small geometrical features of the defect rather than the shortest (A0) wavelength.
4.5.1 Model description and validation of results
The adopted three-dimensional finite element model is illustrated in Fig. 69. The
Monitoring
    points
Absorbing layers
Detail of MSEs
Split view of fine-scale mesh
Figure 69: Numerical model of the 3D plate, and detail of the mesh around the defect.
proposed multiscale method allows using a relatively coarse numerical grid capable of
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capturing the global wave motion in the homogeneous portion of the domain, while the
presence of defects is modeled by means of a limited number of 3D multiscale elements.
Specifically, the computational domain is discretized by means of 130×130×5 linear
HEXA elements in order to largely satisfy the following condition:
λmin > 7 max{∆x} (67)
where λmin represents the shortest wavelength within the bandwidth of the signals,
and max{∆x} is the largest element dimensions of the model. This criterion has been
proposed by several authors [10, 116], and also confirmed by our own experience, to
be effective for ensuring accurate prediction of the dispersion properties. Also, the
number of elements through the thickness of the plate ensures an aspect ratio A =
max{∆x}/min{∆x} = 1.67 that allows capturing the dispersion properties of the
plate as suggested by [33]. Multiscale elements are used in the central portion of the
domain to model the presence of irregular defects. As shown in Fig. 70, each multiscale
element extends through the entire thickness of the plate because it is not possible,
within the present framework, to impose inter-element compatibility between MSEs
with non-quadrilateral interfaces (see Section 2.3.3). Also, Fig. 70 shows that within
MSE 1 MSE 2







Figure 70: Multiscale elements used to model a circular part-thickness hole with
radius R = 0.5 mm.
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each MSE a tetrahedral fine-scale mesh is adopted to exploit the modeling flexibility
of triangular elements over the plate’s surface while exactly satisfying displacement
compatibility over the side faces adjacent to the neighboring HEXA elements (see
Fig. 70.b).
In order to compute the scattering diagrams due to incident S0 waves, the 8-
node point-like source strategy presented in the previous section (Fig. 60) is adopted
also for the 3D plate model considered herein. The only difference resides in the
fact that in this case all the nodes through the thickness of the plate are uniformly
excited as shown in Fig. 71.a to generate a perfectly symmetric loading condition.
The effectiveness of such approach is verified by comparing the 3D Fourier Transform
(FT) of the displacements recorded over one surface of the plate, with the prediction
computed by the Semi Analytical Finite Element Method (SAFE) [1]. Details on the
signal processing techniques adopted for the calculation of the 3D FT can be found
in [92, 111]. The excellent overlap between the contour lines and the semi-analytical
(a) In-plane (b) Out-of-plane
Figure 71: Three-dimensional point-like sources for S0 (a) and A0 (b) wave mode
generation.
predictions of the S0 mode are observed in Fig. 72 which illustrates how the adopted
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excitation strategy is effectively capable of selecting the desired wave mode. Similar
considerations hold when A0 waves are generated. In this case a single out-of-plane
force is applied at the desired node belonging to the top plate surface as shown in
Fig. 71.b. This approach is simple and reliable for A0 mode generation as confirmed
by the comparative frequency/wavenumber analysis presented in Fig. 73.
(a) Displacement Ux (b) Displacement Uy
(c) Displacement Uz
Figure 72: Comparison between the analytical (dashed lines) and numerical dispersion
curves of the undamaged plate computed for incident A0 waves at 200 kHz.
Simulations are conducted using a multiscale FE code developed in-house. Al-
though the code can handle both implicit and explicit time marching schemes, an
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(a) Displacement Ux (b) Displacement Uy
(c) Displacement Uz
Figure 73: Comparison between the analytical (dashed lines) and numerical dispersion
curves of the undamaged plate computed for incident A0 waves at 200 kHz.
implicit method of the Newmark family [101] is adopted because it allows for larger
time steps regardless the high damping used within the absorbing layer region. The
stiffness, damping and lumped mass matrices of the considered discretizations are
conveniently allocated in sparse format by the 8 Gb RAM Linux machine adopted for
calculations. The factorization of the effective stiffness matrix required in the time
stepping algorithm is computed by means of the sparse direct solver MUMPS [11, 12].
The scattering coefficients are computed using the same procedure described in
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the previous section. In the context of a 3D simulation three scattering coefficients
are defined as:












i.e., one for each component of the wavefield recorded by the sensors. Specifically, the
coefficient SS0 is calculated using the radial component of the scattered displacement
that represents the dominant component of the S0 Lamb mode. Similarly, SSH0, and
SA0 are computed using the hoop and vertical components of the displacement field,
thus defining the SH0, and A0 Lamb modes respectively. The scattering coefficients
in Eqs. 68 – 70 are normalized by ûrefi (tHmax) which denotes the dominant component
of the incident wave. For instance, when S0 incoming waves are considered, the
scattering coefficients are normalized by the radial component of the incident wave,
i.e., ûrefi (tHmax) = û
ref
r, i (tHmax). Similarly, for incident A0 signals the out-of-plane
displacement ûrefz, i (tHmax) is used as a reference signal.
An initial study compares scattering results obtained with the proposed multiscale
strategy with fully meshed FE solutions. GMsFEM calculations are conducted for
incident S0 waves and nine circular through-thickness defects with different radii
ranging from 3.3% to 30% of the plate’s thickness, while only three configurations
are selected for the FE comparison. This choice is mostly dictated by the significant
amount of modeling and simulation effort required by each FE model as described in
Section 4.2. A concise representation of results is presented in Fig. 74 showing the
maximum value of the scattering coefficients as a function of the defect radius. Due
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Figure 74: Maximum scattering coefficients as a function of the defect radius. The
red solid markers indicate selected FE results presented for comparison.
to symmetry with respect to the plate mid-surface of both excitation and damage,
components of the A0 mode are not expected in the scattered filed. This is confirmed
by results presented in Fig. 74 showing how the magnitude of SA0 is much smaller
than the corresponding in-plane coefficients. The same figure also shows the close
agreement between GMsFEM results and the selected FEM solutions. Also, Fig. 75
proposes a similar comparison over the entire angular range in order to illustrate how
such agreement is not limited to the maximum value of each scattering coefficient,





























































































(f) SA0 (R=0.9 mm)
Figure 75: Comparison between the scattering diagrams computed with GMsFEM
(o-markers) and FEM (solid line) for circular through-thickness defects.
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4.5.2 Parametric analysis for incident S0 waves
After the model validation described in the previous paragraph, GMsFEM is ex-
ploited to characterize the scattering patterns generated by the interaction between
an incident S0 mode at 200 kHz and elliptic defects of different size, orientation and
depth. Specifically elliptic holes with major radii Ra = [0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5] mm are
considered while the minor radius Rb = 0.1 mm is held constant in order to limit to a
reasonable range the parameter space of analysis. In addition, the ellipse orientation
with respect to the direction of incoming waves is varied such that θe = [0, 30, 60, 90]
deg, while the following depths (relative to the plate thickness h) are considered δ/h
= [1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5]. Details of the fine-scale mesh used to model the considered
configurations are shown in Fig. 76.
Results presented in Figs. 77, 78 and 79 show the variation of the scattering
diagrams with respect to the defect orientation θe. For each diagram it is assumed
that incident waves propagate from “right” to “left” along the 0 - 180 deg direction.
For the sake of clarity, only a single damage configuration featuring Ra = 0.9 mm,
and δ/h=1/5 is displayed. Results shown in Fig. 77, and 79 reveal that both S0, and
A0 waves tend to be scattered along directions almost perpendicular to the major axis
of the defect with extreme values occurring for θe = 0 deg, and θe = 90 deg in which
waves are scattered at 90 deg and 0 deg respectively. The incident S0 mode is in
fact characterized by very little shearing components so that the scattering behavior
is mostly affected by the reflection of the incident wave from the major axis of the
defect. This interpretation is further corroborated by noting that the amplitude of
the three scattering coefficients tend to gradually increase as the orientation angle θe
approaches 90 deg that is when a larger portion of the damage length is exposed to the
direction of the incident signal. Polar diagrams of the scattered shear wave (SH0)
are shown in Fig. 78. An interesting behavior is revealed in Fig. 78.a illustrating
that defects elongated along the direction of the incoming signal tend to reflect shear
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(a) Ra = 1.5 mm, θe = 0 deg (b) Ra = 1.5 mm, θe = 30 deg
(c) Ra = 0.9 mm, θe = 30 deg (d) Ra = 0.5 mm, θe = 30 deg
(e) Ra = 0.3 mm, θe = 60 deg (f) Ra = 0.6 mm, θe = 90 deg
Figure 76: Detail of multiscale elements used to model selected damage configurations.
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waves “backwards” that is along the direction of incidence. This is fundamentally
different from what was observed for holes with a more circular shape, which tend to
scatter shear waves in the transverse direction with maxima occurring “forward” that
is opposite to the direction of the incident wave as shown, for example, in Fig. 75.c,d
or even for the 2D case in Figs. 63.a,c,e and 64.a,c,e. When the considered defect
is oriented at an angle θe the classical four-lobed shape, typical of circular holes, is
restored, as shown in Fig. 78.b,c,d.
The scattering diagrams for different values of Ra and fixed depth (δ/h = 2/5)
are illustrated in Fig. 80. The defect’s radii are expressed in terms of the incident
wavelength (λS0 = 26.8 mm) to provide insights on the effects of the excitation
frequency on directivity. As expected, the magnitude of the scattering plots reduces
as the wavelength increases with respect to the characteristic length of the defect.
This implies that a higher excitation frequency is required to maintain the same
sensitivity to smaller defects. Results also indicate that the shape of the scattering
plots is slightly affected by the size to wavelength ratio. Such a change is also partially
related to the different eccentricity of the ellipse since, in this study, its minor axis
Rb = 0.1 mm is held constant while Ra changes.
A combined representation of the effects of the defect’s depth (δ), and size (Ra)
on the scattering coefficients is shown in Fig. 81. Since such parameters do not
significantly affect directionality, only the maximum amplitude of each coefficient is
shown in a surface representation as a function of δ, and Ra. This analysis confirms
the physical intuition such that the magnitude of the scattered wavefield increases
for increasing values of the hole radius and depth that constitute a measure of the
“severity” of damage. Specifically, results shown in Fig. 81.a,c indicate how the
magnitude of S0 and A0 waves increases more rapidly for increasing values of Ra
when δ/h > 60% that is when the defect is deep relative to the plate thickness. A
similar behavior is observed in Fig. 81.b showing that maximum scattering of SH0
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waves occurs both for high values of Ra/h > 30% and δ/h > 60%. A similar trend
is observed for other orientation angles θe (not shown for clarity) confirming that the
defect orientation θe primarily affects the directions of the scattered wavefield but has
































































(d) SS0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 77: Scattering diagrams (SS0) computed for incident S0 waves and elliptic































































(d) SSH0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 78: Scattering diagrams (SSH0) computed for incident S0 waves and elliptic































































(d) SA0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 79: Scattering diagrams (SA0) computed for incident S0 waves and elliptic

















































(c) SA0 (θe = 0 deg)
Figure 80: Scattering coefficients computed for incident S0 waves as a function of the
defect’s radius to wavelength ratio: 5.6% (blue-o-markers), 3.4% (green--markers),
2.2% (red-✸-markers), and 1.1% (gray-•-markers) with δ/h = 2/5.
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(a) SS0 (θe = 0 deg)




































(b) SSH0 (θe = 0 deg)




































(c) SA0 (θe = 0 deg)
Figure 81: Maximum scattering coefficients computed for incident S0 waves and se-
lected combinations of the defect’s depth and size (highlighted with ◦-markers) and
θe = 0 deg.
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4.5.3 Parametric analysis for incident A0 waves
Scattering results for incident A0 waves are presented considering the same damage
configurations and parameter set adopted in the previous study. Whereas incident
S0 waves are characterized just by their dominant stress and displacement compo-
nents in the direction of travel, the A0 mode considered herein features significant
shear stress and lateral dis- placement components. This plays an important role
for the directivity of S0 and A0 waves whose diagrams are shown in Fig. 82 and 84
respectively. Contrary to the previous case of incident S0 waves, it is interesting to
notice how both the Sr and Sz diagrams shown in Fig. 82.a and 84.a (i.e. when
θe = 0) feature a more rounded pattern induced by the multiple components of the
displacement field simultaneously impacting on the defect. As the orientation angle
θe increases the directivity diagrams of the considered modes assume the classical
double-lobed shape as observed also in the case of incident S0 waves. The effect of
an incident A0 mode also influences the polar diagram of the scattered SH0 mode
(see Fig. 83) especially at θe = 0 where two minor backward lobes appear indicating
a partial transverse reflection of the scattered displacement.
Figure 85 shows the scattering diagrams computed for different values of Ra and
fixed depth (δ/h = 2/5) and orientation (θe = 0 deg). Similarly to what previously
observed, the magnitude of the scattered wavefield reduces for decreasing values of
the damage’s size to wavelength ratio. Instead, in this case the directivity shape
appreciably changes. The A0 signal is in fact characterized by a more complex mode
shape compared to its symmetric counterpart [81], which increases the sensitivity to
the defect’s length and eccentricity.
The sensitivity of the scattered wavefield to the defect’s size and depth is presented
in Fig. 86 for an elliptical defect with θe = 90 deg. Results obtained for other
orientations (not shown for clarity) are qualitatively the same. The sensitivity of
SS0 and SA0 are illustrated in Fig. 86.a,c which does not show much difference from
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analogous results obtained when S0 incident modes are considered as shown in Fig. 81.
However, an interesting difference in observed in the behavior of the scattered SH0.
For instance Fig. 86.b shows that the sensitivity of the considered mode to the hole
radius (Ra), significantly increases even for small defects characterized by Ra/h > 10%
provided that δ/h > 60%. The same diagrams also reveal that the amplitude of the






























































(d) SS0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 82: Scattering diagrams (SS0) computed for incident A0 waves and elliptic

































































(d) SSH0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 83: Scattering diagrams (SSH0) computed for incident A0 waves and elliptic































































(d) SA0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 84: Scattering diagrams (SA0) computed for incident A0 waves and elliptic
















































(c) SA0 (θe = 0 deg)
Figure 85: Scattering coefficients computed for incident A0 waves as a function of the
defect’s radius to wavelength ratio: 15% (blue-o-markers), 9% (green--markers), 6%
(red-✸-markers), and 3% (gray-•-markers) with δ/h = 2/5.
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(a) SS0 (θe = 90 deg)




































(b) SSH0 (θe = 90 deg)







































(c) SA0 (θe = 90 deg)
Figure 86: Maximum scattering coefficients computed for incident A0 waves and
selected combinations of the defect’s depth and size (highlighted with ◦-markers) and
θe = 90 deg.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, GMsFEM is used to investigate the interaction between elastic waves
and defects of different nature. A first illustrative example shows how the proposed
method allows to model small defects without requiring overly-refined or ah hoc
meshes by simply exploiting the modeling flexibility offered by the proposed multi-
node elements. Multiscale elements’ ability to guarantee compatible solutions with
adjacent elements also allows incorporating irregular defects without compromising
the quality of the numerical grid surrounding the damaged area. Comparison with
analogous FE solutions of transient simulations shows excellent agreement of results
for defects of different size, all modeled by means of one single MSE. Successive anal-
yses characterize the wavefield scattered by small defects in otherwise homogeneous
metallic plates. Two-dimensional simulations are first exploited to investigate the be-
havior of plates with both in-plane and through-thickness defects. Analyses involving
simple configurations compare and validate the obtained results with FE solutions.
Parametric studies for varying defect geometries are also conducted in order to char-
acterize the structural response of damaged components in terms of wave reflection
coefficients and scattering directivity diagrams. The final section is devoted to the
analysis of wave scattering from elliptic defects in a three-dimensional plate. Empha-
sis is given on the interaction between incident S0 and A0 waves with defects much
smaller than the incoming wavelength. Such cases, often characterized by defects ap-
proaching the length scale of the underlying discretization, provide a suitable scenario
for the application of the proposed multiscale strategy. Multiscale elements allow in
fact for the correct geometrical representation of damage without over-stiffening the
model since the characteristic wavelengths of deformation are larger than the spa-
tial scale of the discretization. One of the advantages observed in the application of
GMsFEM to damage modeling are related to the reduction of the number of nodes
explicitly retained in the model. This clearly reduces the memory and CPU time
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required for simulations, even if some extra computational time is required for the
calculation of multiscale shape functions. The proposed method also allows system-
atically modeling complex geometries without requiring a complete remeshing of the
entire computational domain. This aspect is definitely a major advantage of GMs-
FEM especially when several parametric analyses need to be carried out.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Summary
This research investigates the development and application of a geometric multiscale
finite element method (GMsFEM) for the analysis of wave propagation in hetero-
geneous media. The proposed methodology extends the current multiscale model-
ing capabilities by combining the idea of multi-node elements to the concept of nu-
merical shape functions proper of MsFEM methods. Multiscale shape functions for
arbitrarily-shaped elements are derived through the minimization of the global energy
of the problem. The resulting interpolation operator is used to project the fine-scale
mass and stiffness matrices onto the space of the macroscopic model. This allows
describing both the elastic and inertial properties of multiscale elements in terms of
a limited number of nodal information. The problem of multiscale elements’ confor-
mity is addressed by means of a formalism that identifies conditions on the fine-scale
mesh which guarantee uniqueness of displacements across the element boundaries.
The results of this analysis can be summarized as follows:
• Multiscale shape functions computed with quadrilateral-faced elements, such as
hexahedral or wedge elements, are conforming if the edges of the local grid are
aligned to the natural coordinates of the inter-element boundary,
• Multiscale shape functions computed with fine-scale tetrahedral elements are
never conforming with adjacent hexahedral elements,
• Numerical errors due to incompatible shape functions tend to zero as the fine-
scale mesh is refined.
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The proposed multiscale method is first applied for the calculation of the disper-
sion properties of periodic solids. According to the unit cell analysis approach, the
representative volume element is discretized by means of both multiscale and regular
finite elements, and the dispersion relations of the periodic medium are determined
as the solution of an eigenvalue problem with periodic boundary conditions. Numeri-
cal examples show how the proposed GMsFEM allows discretizing the computational
domain using a limited number of global information describing only the relevant geo-
metrical features of the cell. Results predicted with GMsFEM are in good agreement
with the corresponding fine-scale solution in frequency ranges where the wavelength
of deformation is of the order of the unit cell or larger. Conventional mesh refine-
ments can be exploited to capture the behavior of the system at higher frequencies
that is typically characterized by local deformation patterns within the unit cell. The
GMsFEM is also used to investigate the anisotropic behavior of periodic structural
lattices, and the dispersion properties of a phononic stubbed plate. In the latter ex-
ample, both low- and high- frequency results are validated by means of experimental
measurements.
The GMsFEM is finally applied to investigate the interaction between elastic
waves and defects in metallic plates. Multiscale elements are exploited to seamlessly
model holes that are smaller than the incoming wavelength without requiring mesh
refinements and distortion. Defects with different size and shape are also modeled
without requiring a complete remeshing of the domain. Transient simulations of wave
propagation in two- and three-dimensional plate-like structures are used to compute
the wavefield scattered by the defects. Parametric studies conducted for varying
damage geometries correlate the defect’s geometry to the directivity patterns for
both incident symmetric (S0) and anti-symmetric (A0) Lamb waves.
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5.2 Research contributions
The research presented in this thesis provides the following unique contributions:
• Formulation and implementation of a Geometric Multiscale Finite Element
Method (GMsFEM) for transient wave simulations in heterogeneous structures
• Derivation of the compatibility conditions required for the implementation of
the method in three dimensions
• Application of GMsFEM for the calculation of the dispersion properties of pe-
riodic solids, structural lattices, and phononic crystals
• Application of GMsFEM to the problem of wave scattering from partial-depth
elliptic defects in homogeneous metallic plates
• Parametric study of the scattering directivity diagrams associated to defects of
different size and geometry
5.3 Future work
1. Analysis of delamination in composites
In recent years, the use of fiber-reinforced composite laminates has steadily in-
creased in many fields of engineering including aerospace, civil, maritime, and
automotive. Composite panels are particularly attractive for their high stiff-
ness to weight ratio, and high corrosion resistance. Compared with traditional
metallic materials, composites are also characterized by several damage and
failure mechanisms such as delamination, matrix cracking, and fiber breakage.
The analysis of wave scattering due to such defects in composite laminates
represents a rather unexplored branch of research in SHM. The application of
wave-based inspection techniques to laminated composites represents a chal-
lenging task due to their anisotropic nature and multilayer characteristics. In
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order to provide predictive results, numerical models must reflect such prop-
erties as well as a proper description of the damage topology. Typical defects
are represented by delamination due to impacts or cyclic stresses that generate
irregular regions of disbond between the laminae. In this context, the proposed
multiscale method could be exploited to model the actual shape of damage
present in three-dimensional plate models.
2. Application to structural elements
In this thesis the proposed multiscale procedure is only applied to continuum
elements. However, the same formalism can be extended to formulate multiscale
elements describing the behavior of plate or shell structures typically analyzed
by means of specialized structural elements. Whereas the numerical formulation
of the method remains virtually the same, technical difficulties related to the
implementation of efficient and reliable triangular elements at the fine-scale level
may arise. The formulation of multiscale plate or shell elements with defects
would allow modeling not only damage or material heterogeneities but also the
presence, for example, of rivet holes and other structural details that are often
the source of high stress concentration factors.
3. Dynamic enrichment shape functions
Ample opportunities for further research are provided by the shortcomings of
the method described in the previous section. In particular, the proposed set of
multiscale shape functions could be complemented by an additional enrichment
basis containing information regarding the dynamic properties of the element.
For instance, the enrichment basis could be sought among the space of eigenso-
lutions of the constrained fine-scale problem, or alternatively obtained by means
of dynamic condensation procedures [105]. This would allow for larger elements
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capable of capturing local dynamic deformations, but the need to satisfy inter-
element compatibility still limits the range of possible applications. Also, for the
analysis of periodic solids, Bloch eigenmodes could be exploited as additional
basis functions for the calculation of the element matrices. Clearly this choice
would facilitate the calculation of the dispersion relations based on the unit cell
approach, but difficulties would arise for the formulation of compatible elements
to be used for the analysis of assemblies of finite size. Finally, a new frontier for
multiscale analysis could be sparked by the use of experimentally measured dy-
namic shape functions. Such possibility is currently under investigation under
the support of an NSF grant.
4. Multiscale nonlinear and fracture mechanics
The design of engineering components that exploit materials under extreme
working conditions demands an increasing understanding of their nonlinear be-
havior. The implementation of both material and geometrical nonlinearities
would significantly broaden the range of possible applications of the developed
multiscale methodology. This would include, among others, strength and stabil-
ity analysis of heterogeneous materials and structures, with possible applications
in areas such as fracture mechanics. To this end, it is particularly interesting the
possibility of exploiting the fine-scale mesh as a means to compute both multi-
scale shape functions and the new directions of crack growth. Also, numerical
modeling of crack propagation would definitely benefit by the implementation of
an adaptivity scheme whereby multiscale elements are automatically generated
along the direction of crack growth.
5. Extension to multi-physics modeling
In several engineering applications multi-physics couplings are exploited as the
enabling mechanisms to achieve unique design goals. For instance, piezoelectric
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devices coupled with electrical networks have been exploited as sub-wavelength
resonators for the design of tunable acoustic metamaterials. Also, small piezo-
electric disks are commonly used as sensors or actuators for the generation of
guided waves in metallic and composite plates. The numerical modeling, within
a finite element framework, of such components could avail of the definition of
“active” multiscale elements whose implementation can be straightforwardly de-
rived from the proposed formulation. Also, the implementation of MSEs with
embedded coupling with micro-scale fluid cavities could be exploited for the de-
sign of phononic porous media with sound absorption properties, and additional
impedance effects useful for elastic wave steering.
5.4 Concluding remarks
The focal point of this research is represented by the developed GMsFEM. Inspired
by the research on multiscale FE methods, the concept of numerical shape func-
tions is extended to multi-node elements with arbitrary shape that are used to model
multiscale features occurring at the geometrical level. The GMsFEM formulation pro-
posed herein highlights the similarity between the aforementioned class of multiscale
FE methods and the static condensation approach. Whereas the proposed method-
ology extends the panorama of possible applications of static model reduction, it also
inevitably inherits some of its major drawbacks. For instance, one is associated to
the approximate description of the inertial properties of multiscale elements that are
expressed by means of an interpolation or “reduction” operator based on the elastic
properties of the fine-scale. Also, the linearity constraints used to ensure inter-element
compatibility may overestimate the stiffness of the element. The interplay between
these two aspects requires multiscale elements with a number of global nodes that
captures the correct deformation mechanism of the MSE. This makes the GMsFEM
particularly appealing when the wavelength of deformation is large compared to the
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size of a single MSE since a few number of coarse-scale nodes is sufficient to describe
the dynamic behavior of the system. Increasing the number of global information ex-
plicitly retained in the MSE extends the frequency range of application of the method
but also increases its computational cost.
The GMsFEM is found particularly convenient to study the effective anisotropic
properties of a structural lattice – both in terms of wave velocities and for transient
simulations in the time domain. The proposed method is also well suited to investigate
the interaction between elastic waves and defects that are smaller than, or of the same
order as, the incident wavelength. In such cases MSEs are used to model the damage
without requiring mesh refinements, and parametric studies for defects of different
size and geometries can be conducted without remeshing the entire domain.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION
OF INTER-ELEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Consider the affine map M3 introduced in Fig. 9. Such isoparametric transformation
maps the element (a,b,c,d) expressed in the (r, s) space into the master, or refer-
ence, element in the (ξ, η) space. The point P (rp, sp) is transformed accordingly
into P̄ (ξp, ηp) that is in general different from the point P (ξp, ηp) resulting from the
transformation M2.
By definition, the test function φ evaluated at point P (rp, sp) can be written as:
φp = h(ξp, ηp)
T φα (71)
where φα = [φa, φb, φc, φd], defines the value of the test function φ at the four corners
(a,b,c,d) of the fine-scale element.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, φα = Hφ where H is a matrix of known co-
efficients used to impose the constraints on the nodes of the fine-scale mesh, and
φ = [φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4]. Also, recall that the isoparametric map M1 allows writing the
test function φp as:
φp = h(rp, sp)
T φ (72)
Substituting Eq. (72) into Eq. (71) gives:
h(rp, sp)
T φ = h(ξp, ηp)
T Hφ (73)
Clearly, Eq. (73) must hold for every values of the test function φ which implies that:
h(rp, sp)
T = h(ξp, ηp)
T H or h(rp, sp) = H
T h(ξp, ηp) (74)
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It is easy to recognize that Eq. (74) coincides with the compatibility condition ex-
pressed by Eq. (25) in Section 2.3.1 if and only if ξp = ξp and ηp = ηp. This demon-
strates that the inter-element compatibility condition given by Eq. (25) is equivalent
to requiring that the point P̄ coincides with point P in the (ξ, η) space.
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APPENDIX B
ERROR FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS OF E, AND E△
A1 =(ra sa − ra sb − rb sa + ra sc + rb sb + rc sa − ra sd − rb sc −
rc sb − rd sa + rb sd + rc sc + rd sb − rc sd − rd sc + rd sd) ξ2p +
− 2 (ra sa − rb sb − ra sd + rb sc + rc sb − rd sa − rc sc + rd sd) ξp +
(ra sa + ra sb + rb sa − ra sc + rb sb − rc sa − ra sd − rb sc −
rc sb − rd sa − rb sd + rc sc − rd sb + rc sd + rd sc + rd sd) (75)
A2 =(ra sa − ra sb − rb sa + rb sb − rc sc + rc sd + rd sc − rd sd) (1− ξ2p) (76)
A3 =(ra sa − ra sb − rb sa − ra sc + rb sb − rc sa + ra sd + rb sc +
rc sb + rd sa − rb sd + rc sc − rd sb − rc sd − rd sc + rd sd) ξ2p +
+ 2 (ra sa − rb sb − ra sd + rb sc + rc sb − rd sa − rc sc + rd sd) ξp
(ra sb − 3 ra sa + rb sa + ra sc − 3 rb sb + rc sa + ra sd + rb sc +
rc sb + rd sa + rb sd − 3 rc sc + rd sb + rc sd + rd sc − 3 rd sd) (77)
B1 = ra sa − ra sc − rc sa + rc sc (78)
B2 =(ra sb − 2 ra sa + rb sa + ra sc + rc sa − rb sc − rc sb) ξp +
− (ra sa − ra sc − rc sa + rc sc) (79)
B3 =(ra sa − ra sb − rb sa + rb sb) (ξp − 1) ξp (80)
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